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·( 
1( 
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•-l>t-4 Juncllon diode 

.. 1..J 
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fa lndu,:lor 

T VOO SLq>ly voltage 
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,.: 

BUSSES 

~ bu9 ripper 
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E bus Ion/join 

••It-- irlpulpor1 

,,:;, llUlpul poll 

•,t;;l: lrislalaparl 
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~•• ~ dra;n por1 

whleh sublilllds ol lhe l!us are a"1ractecl Imm Hie tlUS FOO ·· 4; · · ·.· A.B.C.D 
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.. >'-· . ·o· ~• INST<3:0 .. ···n"'<3 A - .. >\.~ •AB •:" ~" :~> mC ·· 

REPLICATION 
ref)lication it indicaled by a small x and a number on a schem•iiii k:on 

.......... ~:w-···c:··,;,, an irwerle< llerata:1 6 ~mes . 

DEVICE/GA TE SIZES 
. · .. •;,· an nMOS lrallli!IIOrwilhWidlh ii2 urldL.Gn\Jlli• t •l 211 lhe.!,l"il1 are In 1Gm1$ of rninJmuffl d8'1icit widlh Md lun91h 

. .• l.o:., a fl"'C6SS wher& Wmln,. 2~ ~nd Lmln·•O.Sp,·.l'Y,o4~ OM L:0.Bp 
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r-

MOS 
TRANSISTOR 
THEORY 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter I the MOS transistor was introduced in terms or it!> operation a!, 
an ideal switch. In this chaplcr we will examine the characteristic!i of MOS 
transistors in more detail to lay the foundation for predicting the perfora 
mancc of the switches, which is less than ideal. Figure 2. I shows some of the 
symbols that are commonly used for MOS transistors. The symbols in Fig. 
2.1 (a) will be used where it is necessary only to indicate the switch logic 
required to build a function. If the substrate connection needs to be shown. 
the symbols in Fig. 2.l(b) will be used. Figure 2.l(c) shows an example of 
the many symbols that may be encountered in the literature. 

This chapter will concentrate on the static or DC operation of MOS tran. 
sistors. This is the first design goal that must be satisfied to cn,;ure that logic 
gates operate as logic gates. All circuits arc analog in nature and the digital 
abstraction only remains an abstraction a,; long all certain dc!,ign goals arc 
met. Design for Liming constraints ill covered in Chapter 4. 

An MOS transislor is termed a majority-carrier device, in"' hich the cur
rent in a conducting channel bct\l.cen the source and the drain is modulated 
by a voltage applied to the gate. In an n-type MOS transistor (i.e .. nMOS). 
the majority characters arc electron!.. A positive voltage applied on the gute 
with respect to the substrate enhance,; the number of electrons in the channel 

~1-~~ 
_)_ ~~ ~, 
I 

FIGURE 2.1 MOS transis-
tor symbols 
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42 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.2 Conduction 
characteristics for enhance· 
ment and depletion mode 
MOS transistors (assuming 
fixed Vds) 

(the region immediately under the gale) and hence increases the conductivity 
of the channel. For gate voltages les~ than a threshold value denoted by V1, 

the channel is cut off, thus causing a very low drain-to-source currenl. The 
operation of a p· lype transistor (i.e., pMOS) is analogous to the nMOS tran· 
sistor, with the exception that the majority carriers arc holes and the voltages 
arc negative with respect to the substrate. 

The first parameter of interest that characterizes the switching behavior 
of an MOS device is the threshold ,1oltagc, V1• This is defined as the voltage 
at which an MOS de,·icc begins to conduct ("turn on"). We can graph the rel· 
alive conduction against the difference in gate-to-source voltage in terms of 
the source-to-drain current Ui1) and the gate-to-source voltage (V8). These 
graphs for a fixed drain -source voltage, Vc1." arc shown in Fig. 2.2. It is pos
sible to make n· device.~ that conduct when the gate vohagc is equal to the 
source ,oltage, while others require a positive difference between gate and 
source voltages to bring about conduction (negative for p-dcvices). Those 
devices that arc normally cut off (i.e., nonconducting) with zero gate bias 
(gate voltage- source voltage ) arc further classed as enhancement-mode 
devices, whereas those de vices that conduct with zero gate bias arc called 
depiction-mode devices. Then-channel transistors and p-channel transistors 
arc the duals of each other; that is, the voltage polarities required for correct 
operation arc the oppo~ite. The thre~hold vollages for n-channcl and 
p-channel devices arc denoted by Vw and V11'. respectively. 

n-channel enhancement 

Drain 1 ' Curren! 
(Ids) 

I 

I 
---<1,-o-. v,n ---

GDi.-to•Source Voltage (Vgsl 

Gale·to•Source Voltage (V gs) 

I l Drain 
Currant 
(Ids) 

p channe enhancement 

n-channel depletion 

Gate-lo,Source Vollage Ngsl 

Gale-lo·Souree Vollage (Vgsl 

0 +Vtp 

/ 1 Drain 
Curren! 
(ldsl 

p-channel deplelion 
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In CMOS technologie~ both n-channet and p-channel transistors arc fab
ricated on lhe same chip. Furthermore. most CMOS integrated circuils, at 
present, use transistors of the enhancement type. 

2.1.1 nMOS Enhancement Transistor 
The structure for an n•channel enhancement- type transistor, shown in Fig. 
2.3, consists of a moderately doped p~typc silicon substrate into which two 
heavily doped 11+ regions, the source and the drain, are diffused. Between 
the!.e two regions there is a narrow region of p•type substrate called the 
clumnel. which is covered by a thin insulating layer of silicon dioxide (Si02) 

called gate oxide. Over this oxide layer is a polycrystalline silicon (polysili
con) electrode, referred to as the gate. Polycrystalline silicon is silicon that is 
not composed of a single crystal. Since the oxide layer is an insulator, the 
DC current from the gate to channel is essentially zero. Because of the inher
ent symmetry of the structure, there is no phy!,ical distinction between the 
drain and source regions. Since Si02 has relatively low loss and high dielec
tric strength, the application of high gate fields is feasible. 

In operation, a positive voltage is applied between the source and the 
drain (Vi1,). With zero gate bia,; (Vg.t = 0), no current flows from source to 
drain because they are effectively insulated from each other by the two 
reversed biased p11 junction\ shown in Fig. 2.3 (indicated by the diode sym
bols). However, a voltage applied to the gate, which is positive with respect to 
the ~ource and the substrate, produces an electric field £ ncross the substrate, 
which attracts electrons toward the gate and repels holes. If the gate voltage is 
sufficiently large, the region under the gate changes from p-type to n-typc 
(due to accumulation of attracted electron!>) and provides a conduction path 
between the source and the drain. Under such a condition, the surface of the 
underlying p·type silicon is said 10 be i111w1ed. The term 11-clu11111e/ is applied 
to the structure. This concepl is further iJlu,;trated by Fig. 2.4(a), which shows 
the initial distribution of mobile positive holes in a p-type silicon substrate of 
an MOS structure for a voltage, Vg.l"' much les!, than a voltage, V,, which is 

l 

_ G_a_ie_~/gale oxide Drain i~ e__! •Vds 
r / 

channel 

holes ! ! E f eleclrons l~ 

p- subslrale -. 
Subslrate 

(Usually V 55) 
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FIGURE 2.3 Physical struc
ture of an nMOS transistor 
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44 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.4 Accumulation, 
Depletion and Inversion 
modes in an MOS structure. 

(a) 

ACCUMULATION 

._ ___________ _ 
DEPLETION 

- depletion region 

INVERSION 

Inversion region (n-type) 

depletion region 

• 

T 

~ -
I 

the threshold voltage. Thb i,; termed the acrnm11/atio11 mode. As Vgs is raised 
above V1 in potential, the holes are repelled causing a depletion region under 
the gate. Now the structure is in the depletio11 mode (Fig. 2.4b). Raising v.~r 
further above V, re~ult\ in electrons being atlracted to the region of the sub
strate under the gate. A conductive layer of electrons in the p substrate gives 
rise to the name i11w!r,fio11 mode (Fig. 2.4c). 

The difference between a p,r junction that exist, in a bipolar transistor or 
diode (or between the ~ource or drain und substrate) and the inversion layer 
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substrate junction is that in the pn junction, the n-type conductivity is 
brought about by a metallurgical process; that b,, the electrons arc introduced 
into the semiconductor by the introduction of donor ions. In an inversion 
layer substrate junction, the n-type layer is induced by the electric field £ 
applied to the gate. Thus, this junction, instead of being a metallurgical junc
tion, is afield-i11d11ced junction. 

Electrically, an MOS device therefore acts as a voltage-controlled 
switch that conducts initially when the gate-to-source voltage, Vg,{' is equal 
to the threshold voltage, V1• When a voltage V,1j is applied between source 
and drain, with Vg.t = V,, the horizontal and vertical components of the elec
trical field due to the source-drain voltage and gate-to-substrate voltage 
interact, causing conduction to occur along the channel. The horizontal com
ponent of the electric field associated with the drain-to-source voltage (i.e., 
Vds > 0) is responsible for sweeping the electrons in the channel from the 
source toward the drain. As the voltage from drain to source is increased, the 
resbtive drop along the channel begins to change the shape of the channel 
characteristic. This behavior is shown in Fig. 2.5. At the source end of the 
channel, the full gate voltage is effective in inverting the channel. However, 
at the drain end of the channel, only the difference between the gate and 
drain voltages is effective. When the effective gate voltage (V1.i - V1) is 
greater than the drain voltage, the channel becomes deeper as V~P is 
increased. Thb is termed the "linear," "resistive," "nonsaturated," or "unsat
urated" region, where the channel current l,1s is a function of both gate and 
drain voltages. If V,15 > Vi:s - V,, then Vg,1 < V1 (Vg,f is the gate to drain volt
age), and the channel becomes pinched off- the channel no longer reaches 
the drain. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(c). However, in this case, conduction 
is brought about by a drift mechanism of electrons under the influence of the 
positive drain voltage. As the electrons leave the channel, they are injected 
into the drain depiction region and arc subsequently accelerated toward the 
drain. The voltage across the pinched•off channel tends to remain fixed at 
(V85 - V,). This condition is the "saturated" state in which the channel cur
rent is controlled by the gate voltage and is almost independent of the drain 
voltage. For fixed drain-to-source voltage and fixed gate voltage, the factors 
that influence the level o( drain current, 1.,,1, flowing between source and 
drain (for a given substrate resistivity) arc: 

• the distance between source and drain 

• the channel width 

• the threshold voltage V1 

• the thickness of the gate-insulating oxide layer 

• the dielectric constant of the gate insulator 

• the carrier (electron or hole) mobility,µ . 
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46 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.5 nMOS device 
behavior under the influence 
of different terminal voltages 

(b) 

{_ 

(C) 

J (Nonsarurated Mode, 

(Saturated Mode) 
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The normal conduc1ion charac1cris1ics of an MOS lransistor can be cat
egorized as follows: 

• "Cul•off' region: where the current now is essentially zero (accumu
lation region). 

• "Nonsaturated" region: weak inversion region where lhe drain current is 
dcpcndem on the gate and the dmin voltage ( with respect to the !>Ubstrate ). 

• "Saturated" region: channel is strongly inverted and the drain current 
flow is ideally independent of the drain,source voltage (slrong inver
sion region). 

An abnormal conduction condition called avalanche breakdown or 
punch-through can occur if very high voltages arc applied to the drain. 
Under these circumslanccs. the gale has no control over the drain current. 

2.1.2 pMOS Enhancement Transistor 
So far, our discussions have been primarily dirccled toward nMOS; how
ever. a reversal of n-type and p· lype regions yields a p-channel MOS 1ransis-
1or. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.6. Applica1ion of a negative gate voltage 
(w.r.t. source) draws holes into the region below the gate, resulting in the 
channel changing from n-type to p-type. Thus. similar to nMOS, a conduc
tion path is created between the source and the drain. In this instance. how
ever, conduction results from the movement of holes (versus electrons) in 
the channel. A negathc drain voltage sweeps holes from the source through 
the channel to the drain. 

2.1.3 Threshold Voltage 
The threshold voltage. V1, for an MOS transistor can be defined as the volt
age applied between the gate and the source of an MOS device below which 
the drain-to-source current l,15 effectively drop!> to zero. The word "cffcc-

Source Gale Drain 

~·-~.[_J••••,--[=::~~-Vds r l· 
h~os t t E l electrons r 

n-subslrate I 

Subslrale 
(Usually V00 ) 
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FIGURE 2.6 Physical struc
ture of a pMOS transistor 
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48 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

lively" is used because the drain current never really is zero but drops to a 
very small value that may be deemed insignificant for the current application 
(i.e., fast digital CMOS circuits). In general, the threshold voltage is a func· 
tion of a number of parameters including the following: 

• Gate conductor material. 

• Gate insulation material. 

• Gate insulator thickness-channel doping. 

• Impurities at the silicon-insulator interface. 

• Voltage between the !>ource and the substrate, V.rb· 

In addition, the absolute value of the threshold voltage decreases with an 
increase in temperature. This variation is approximately -4 mV/°C for high 
substrate doping levels, and - 2 mv,~c for low doping levels. 1 

2. 1.3. 1 Threshold Voltage Equations 

Threshold voltage, V1• may be expressed as 

V = V +V 
I / · 11W$ //, 

(2.1) 

where V,.,,,,,s is the ideal threshold voltage of an ideal MOS capacitor and Vfl, 
is what is termed the Hat-band voltage. V,,mos is the threshold where there is 
no work function difference between the gate and substrate materials. 

The MOS threshold voltage, V1•11111s, is calculated by considering the 
MOS capacitor structure that forms the gate of the MOS transistor (see for 
example 2 or3). The ideal threshold voltage may be expressed as 

Qb 
V = -,,1,. + -

t - 11111s -'+'1, c 
11.r 

(2.2) 

h ,h kTJ (NA) C . h .d . w ere '+'1, = q II N; • ox 1st e ox1 c capacitance 

and Qb = J 2e5;'JN,\2<P1, which is called the bulk charge term. 

The symbol $1, is the bulk potential. a term that accounts for the doping of the 
substrate. It represents the difference between the Fermi energy level of the 
doped semiconductor and the Fermi energy level of the intrinsic semiconduc
tor. The intrinsic level is midway between the valence-band edge and the 
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conduction-band edge of the semiconductor. In a p-type semiconductor the 
Fermi level is closer to the valence band, while in an n~typc semiconductor it 
is closer to the conduction band. N,1 is the density of carriers in the doped 
semiconductor substrate, and N; is the carrier concentration in intrinsic 
(undoped) silicon. N, is equal to 1.45 x IO II} cm-3 at 300°K. The lowercase k is 
Boltzmann ·s constant ( 1.380 x 10-23 J/°K). Tis the temperature (°K) and q is 
the electronic charge ( l.602 x 10-19 Coulomb). The expression kT/q equals 
.02586 Volts at 300t>K. The term Esr is the permittivity of silicon ( 1.06 x I 0- 12 

Farads/cm). The term Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance, which is inversely 
proponional to the gate•oxide thickness (t,JX). The threshold voltage, V1•11ws• is 
positive for n-transistors and negative for p-transistors. 

The flatband voltage, V fl, • is given by 

(2.3) 

The term V fl, is the flat-band voltage. The term Qfc represents the fixed 
charge due to surface states that arise due to imperfections in the silicon
oxide interface and doping. The term cj>1115 is the work function difference 
between the gate material and the silicon substrate (4>8,11"' - <l>s;), which may 
be calculated for an 11+ gate over a p substrate (the normal way for an n tran· 
sistor) as follows: 4 

(2.4a) 

where 

., )5 
Eg = is the band gap energy of silicon ( 1.16 - .704 x rn-3 T +~ 108 

and Tis the temperature (°K). For an 11+ poly gate on an a-substrate (a nor
mal p-transistor) 

Eg 16 - 3 
q>1115 = - ( 2 - 4> 11) -"-0.2V (N,1 = lx lO cm ) (2.4b) 

From these equations it may be seen that for a given gate and !.ubstrate mate
rial the threshold voltage may be varied by changing the doping concentra
tion of the substrate (N,1), the oxide capacitance (C0_t). or the surface state 
charge (Q1J. In addition. the temperature variation mentioned above may be 
seen. 

It is often neces!.ary to adjust the native (original) threshold voltage of 
an MOS device. Two common techniques used for the adjuo;tment of the 
threshold voltage entail varying the doping concentration at the silicon-
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50 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

insulator interface through ion implantation (i.e .. affecting Qfi) or using dif· 
ferent insulating material for the gate (i.e .. affecting C,,x). The former 
approach introduces a small doped region at the oxide/substrate interface 
that adjusts the flat-band voltage by varying the Qft. term in Eq. (2.3). In the 
latter approach for instance, a layer of silicon nitride (Si3N4 ) (relative per
mittivity of 7.5) is combined with a layer of silicon dioxide (relative permit
tivity of 3.9), resulting in an effective relative permittivity of about 6, which 
i~ substantially larger than the dielectric constant of Si02• Consequently, for 
the same thickness a,; an insulating layer consisting of only silicon dioxide. 
the dual dielectric process will be electrically equivalent to a thinner layer of 
Si02, leading to a higher C0 r value. 

In order to prevent the surface of the silicon from inverting in the 
regions between transistors, the threshold voltage in these field regions is 
increased by heavily doped diffusions, by implants of the silicon surface. or 
by making the oxide layer very thick. MOS transistors arc self-isolating as 
long a,; the surface of the silicon can be inverted under the gate, but not in the 
regions between devices by normal circuit voltages. 

Example 

with 

1. Calculate the native threshold voltage for an n-transistor at 300°K for 
a process with a Si substrate with N,1 = 1.80 x 10- 16• a Si02 gate 
oxide with thickness 200 A. (Assume C?m.r = - 0.9V. Qfi. = 0.) 

\I I 

= .02586 / 11 I.Sx IO ( 
16 ) 

l.45xl010 

= .36 volts 

= 

E 
llf 

3.9 X 8.85 X JO-I.J 

0.2 X IO-S 

= I. 726 x 10- 7 Faradskm 2 

= - 0.9 + .384 + .72 

= 0.16 \'Olis 
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2.2 MOS DEVICE DESIGN EQUATIONS 51 

2.1.4 Body Effect 

As we have seen so far, all devices comprising an MOS device arc made on 
a common substrate. As a result, the substrate voltage of all devices is nor
mally equal. (In ~omc analog circuits this may not be true.) However, in 
arranging the de, ice<; to form gating function-; it might be necessary to con
nect several devices in series as -;hown in Fig. 2.7 (for example, the NANO 
gate shown in Fig. 1.6). This may result in an increase in source-to-substrate 
voltage as \\e proceed vertically along the series chain (V_d,I = 0, V.{b1 -:t: 0). 

Under normal conditions- that is. when Vgs > V,- the depiction-layer 
width remains constant and charge carriers arc pulled into the channel from 
the source. However. as the substrate bias V.11, ( V 51111 rct· - Vsu/ur,111, ,) is 
increased. the width of the channel-substrate depiction layer also increases, 
resulting in an increa-;e in the density of the trapped carriers in the depiction 
layer. For charge neutrality to hold, the channel charge must dccrca,;c. The 
resultant effect is that the substrate voltage , V51,, adds to the channel
substrate junction potential. This incrca:;es the gate-channel voltage drop. 
The overall effect is an incrca,;e in the threshold voltage. V1 (V,2 > V,1). 

2.2 MOS Device Design Equations 

2.2.1 Basic DC Equations 
As stated previously, MOS transistors have three regions of operation: 

• Cutoff or subthreshold region. 

• Nonsaturation or linear region. 

• Saturation region. 

The ideal (first order, Shockley) cquations6•7•8 describing the behavior of an 
nMOS device in the three regions arc: 

The cutoff region: 

l,1,1 = 0 v11 , s v, (2.Sa) 

711,• 11011,\at11ratio11, li,ww; or triode region: 

r \I 2 
I - n ( \I - V ) \I - ,ts I 
,Is - I' l i:.r t ds 1 J (2.Sb) 

[ Although this region is commonly called the linear region. f.tJ varic!I Jin· 
early with V~., anti V.i\ when the quadratic term \1,1, '2.11 is very small (i.e .. V,11 

<< v.~-' - V,>-1 

FIGURE 2.7 
The effect or sub
strate bias on 
series-connected n· 
transistors 
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52 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.8 Geometric 
terms in the MOS device 
equation 

The sat11ratio11 regio11: 

( Vl.',1 - V1) 2 
!,fr e p 2 (2.Sc) 

where ltt'j is the drain·to-source current. V~s is the gate-to-source voltage, V1 is the 
device threshold, and p is the MOS transistor gain factor. The last factor is depen
dent on both the process parameters and the device geometry, and is given by 

(2.6) 

where µ is the effective surface mobility of the carriers in the channel, E is 
the permittivity of the gate insulator, 10.\" is the thicknes~ of the gate insulator, 
Wis the width of the channel, and L is the length of the channel. The gain 
factor p thus consists of a proces!> dependent factor µEI t"x. which contains 
all the process term!. that account for such factors as doping density and 
gate-oxide thickness and a geometry dependent term (WI L), which depends 
on the actual layout dimens ions of the device. The process dependent factor 
is sometimes written as µCo.r, where C.,r =EI 10 f is the gate oxide capaci 
tance. The geometric term~ in Eq. (2.6) arc illu!.trated in Fig. 2.8 in relation 
to the physical MOS structure. 

The voltage-current characteristics of then- and p-transistor~ in the non
saturated and saturated regions arc represented in Fig. 2.9 (with the SPICE 
circuit for obtaining these characteristics for an n-transistor). Note that we 
use the absolute value of the voltages concerned to plot the characteristic!> of 
the p- and n-transistors on the same axes. The boundary between the linear 
and saturation regions corresponds to the condition IVdsl = IV11 , - V11 and 
appears as a dashed line in Fig. 2.9. The drain voltage at which the device 

Drain Oittusion 

Polysilicon Gate 
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2.2 MOS DEVICE DESIGN EQUATIONS 53 

, 1Vg5$1 

,' ,:._ IV gs - V,t • 1Vd51 

---IVgs,I 

---1Vg521 

1Vg511 

becomes saturated is called Vd.wl · or the drain saturation voltage. In the 
above equations that is equal to V •.r - V1• 

Example 

Typical values (for an n-devicc) for current (- 1 µ) processes are as 
follows: ., 

µ,1 = 500 c,n-1 VTsec 
E = 3.9EQ = 3.9 x 8.85 x 10-l4 Flem (pcnnittivity of silicon dioxide, Sj02) 

,,n = 200 A 
Hence a typical n-device 13 would be 

500 X 3.9 X 8.85 X IO- l4 W = 88.5 ~ µA/ y2 

.2 X IO-S l l 

On the other hand. p-devices have hole mobilities (µp) of about 180 
c1112/V-sec, yielding a 13 of 

Thus the ratio of n-to-p gain factors in this example is about 2.8. This ratio 
varies from about 2 to 3 depending on the process. 

2.2.2 Second Order Effects 
Eq. (2.5) represents the simplest view of the MOS transistor DC voltage cur
rent equations. There have been many research papers published on more 
detailed and accurate models that have been created to fill a variety of 
requirements, such as accuracy, computational efficiency, and the conserva
tion of charge. The circuit ~imulation program SPICE9 and its commercial 
and proprietary derivations generally use a parameter called LEVEL to spec-

FIGURE 2.9 VI characteris
tics for n- and p-transistors 
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54 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

ify which model equations arc used. LEVEL I models build on those defined 
in Eq. (2.5) and include some important second-order effects. LEVEL 2 
models calculate the currents based on device physics. LEVEL 3 is a 
semiempirical approach that relics on parameters selected on the basis of 
matching the equations to real circuits. The MOS device equations in terms 
of the LEVEL l parameters used in SPICE will be covered here; Section 
2.10, in this chapter. describes the LEVEL 3 parameters used in the commer
cially available HSPICE program. 

First the term µEl t0 x (µC0x) is defined as the proces,1· gain factor. In 
SPICE this is referred to as KP. Depending on the vintage of the process and 
the type of transistor. KP may vary from 10- 100 µA/V2. In addition, it is not 
unusual to expect a variation of 10%-20% in KP within a given process as a 
result of variations in starting materials and variation in Si02 growth. 

2.2.2. 1 Threshold Voltage-Body Effect 

The threshold voltage V1 is not constant with respect lo the voltage differ
ence between the substrate and the source of the MOS transistor. This is 
known as the substrate-bias effect or body effect. The expression for the 
threshold voltage may be modified to incorporate Vs1,, the difference 
between the source and the substrate. 

(2.7) 

where V,1, is the substrate bias, 'l'io is the threshold voltage for Vd, = 0 (Eq. 
2.1 ), and y is the constant that describes the substrate bias effect. The term 
cj)1, is defined in Eq. 2.2. ' 

Typical values for y lie in the range of 0.4 to 1.2. It may be expressed as 

(2.8) 

in which q is the charge on an electron, E0 x is the dielectric constant of the sil
icon dioxide, Es; is the dielectric constant of the silicon substrate, and N,1 is the 
doping concentration density of the substrate. The term y is the SPICE param
eter called GAMMA. \~ 0 is the parameter VFO, N,1 is the parameter NSUB. 
and cj), = 2cj)1, is PHI. the surface potential at the onset of strong inversion. 
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2.2 MOS DEVICE DESIGN EQUATIONS 55 

Example 

For with NA= 3 x 10 16 cm- 3, t,1x : 200A. E1u = 3.9 x 8.85 x IO- U Flem, 
Es,= 11.7 x 8.85 x 10- 14 Flem, and q = 1.6 x 10- 19 Coulomb 

y : 0·2 X IO- S l J 2 X 1.6 X JO- l9 X 11.7 X 8.85 X IO- t4 X 3 X 1016 

3.9 X 8.85 X IO- 4 

= .57 

( 3 X 10 16 ) 
¢I> :- .02586 fn I .5 X to IO 

= .375 

At a V.fb of 2.5 volts, and with 

v12•5 :i:::: v,0 + .57 [ J .75 + 2.5 - 5s ] 

= v,0 + .53 

Thus the threshold shifts by approximately half a volt with the source at 2.5 
volts for these process parameters. 

As we shall learn in Chapter 3, the type of CMOS process can have a 
large impact on this parameter for both n- and p-transistors. The increase in 
threshold voltage leado; to lower device currents, which in turn leads to 
slower circuits. 

2.2.2.2 Subthreshold Region 

The cutoff region described by Eq. (2.5a) is also referred to as the subthrcsh
old region, where l,is increases exponentially with Vds and V8.f. Although the 
value of li1s is very small (Ids = 0), the finite value of lr1s may be used to 
advantage to construct very low power circuits 10 or it may adversely affect 
circuits such as dynamic-charge storage nodes. As an approximation, Level 
I SPICE models set the subthreshold current to O (Sec Section 2.11 for the 
SPICE Level 3 subthreshold equations.) 

2.2.2.3 Channel-length Modulation 

Simplified equations that describe the behavior of an MOS device assume 
that the carrier mobility is constant, and do not take into account the varia
tions in channel length due to the changes in drain-to-source voltage. V,1~. 
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56 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

For long channel lengths, the influence of channel variation is of little con
sequence. However. as devices are scaled down, this variation should be 
taken into account. 

When an MOS device is in saturation. the effective channel length actu
ally is decreased such that 

(2.9) 

where 

l _t/w rt = 
Es · 

2- 1 ( V: - ( V - V)) qNA ,15 gs r 

The reduction in channel length increases the OV/l) ratio, thereby 
increasing p as the drain vollage increases. Thus rather than appearing as a 
constant current source with infinite output impedance, the MOS device has 
a finite output impedance. An approximation that takes this behavior into 
account 11 is repre!>ented by the following equation: 

(2.10) 

where k is the process gain factor µEl lax and A is an empirical cha1111el
le11gtlt mod11latio11 factor having a value in the range 0.02 v-1 to 0.005 v-1. 

In the SPICE level I model A is the parameter l.AMBDA. · 

2.2.2.4 Mobility Variation 

The mobility. µ, describes the ease with which carriers drift in the substrate 
material. h is defined by 

µ = 
ai•emge carrier drift velocity ( V) 

Electric Field ( £) 
(2.11) 

If the velocity, V. is given in cm/sec, and the electric field, £, in V/cm, the 
mobility has the dimensions cm2/V-sec. The mobility may vary in a number 
of ways. Primarily, mobility varies according to the type of charge carrier. 
Electrons (negative-charge carriers) in silicon have a much higher mobility 
than holes (positive-charge carriers). resulting in n-devices having higher 
current-producing capability than the corresponding p-devices. Mobility 
decreases with increasing doping-concentration and increasing temperature. 
The temperature variation becomes less pronounced as the doping density 
increases. In SPICEµ is specified by the parameter UO. 
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2.2 MOS DEVICE DESIGN EQUATIONS 57 

2.2.2.5 Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling 

When the gate oxide is very thin, a current can flow from gate to source or 
drain by electron tunneling through the gate oxide. This current is propor
tional to the area of the gate of the transistor as follows: 12-13,14 

where 
V 

-£~ 

If- = C WLE 2eE,, , I ur 

E0 t "' .2: i" the electric field across the gate oxide and ,,,,t 

£0 and C I are constants. 

(2.12) 

This effect limits the thickness of the gate oxide as processes arc scaled. How
ever, it is of great use in electrically alterable programmable logic devices. 

2.2.2.6 Drain Punchthrough 

When the drain is at a high enough voltage with respect to the source, the 
depletion region around the drain may extend to the source, thus causing cur
rent to flow irrespective of the gate voltage (i.e., even if it is zero). This is 
known as a punchthrough condition. Currently, this effect is used in I/0 pro
tection circuits to limit the voltages across internal circuit nodes. although it 
will impact design as c.levices arc scaled down by requiring that internal cir
cuit voltages be reduced to a point where the effect docs not occur. 

2.2.2. 7 Impact Ionization-Hot Electrons 

As the length of the gate of an MOS transistor is reduced, the electric field at 
the drain of a transistor in saturation increases (for a fixed drain voltage). For 
submicron gate lengths, the field can become so high that electrons are 
imparted with enough energy to become what is termed "hot." These hot 
electrons impact the drain, dislodging holes that arc then swept toward the 
negatively charged substrate and appear as a substrate current. This effect is 
known as impact ioni:.atimr. Moreover, the electrons can penetrate the gate 
oxide, causing a gate current. Eventually this can lead to degradation of the 
MOS device parameters (threshold voltage, subthrcshold current, and 
transconductance), which in turn can lead to the failure of circuits. •s.• 6•17 

While the substrate current may be used in a positive manner lo estimate the 
severity of the hot-electron effect, il can lead to poor refresh limes in 
dynamic memories, noise in mixec.l signal systems. and possibly latchup. Hot 
holes do not normally present a problem because of their lower mobility. 
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58 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

The presence of hot electrons has guided CMOS device engineering over 
the last few years. Chapter 3 shows some examples of the process steps that 
arc used to provide long-lifetime submicron devices at 5 volts. Various circuit 
techniques that aim at reducing the voltage stress at the drains of n-transistors 
have also been proposed. Hot electrons will eventually push 3-volt and lower 
power supplies into prominence in CMOS design as the reduction in drain 
vollage markedly improves device lifetimes and reliability. 

As an illustration of the relative magnitude of the substrate current, the 
following equation is representative 18 (for an L = 0.8 µ, t,,x = 160A CMOS 
process): 

(2.13) 

where 

Cl - .., "'4 10- 5 1 ,o-5v - -·- X - • X ,h 

C2 = 6.4 

with 

v,m = ~s - v,,, - 0.13 V,,.1 - 0.25 ~J 

£ sat= I.IOxJ07 +0.25xl07 ~.f 

L,'if is the effective channel length in meters. 

2.2.3 MOS Models 
In Section 2.2.2 we presented the ideal equations that describe the behavior of 
MOS transistors. While these incorporate some nonidcal effects (channel
length modulation, threshold-voltage variation), they may not accurately 
model a specific device in a particular process. That is especially true for 
devices that have very small dimensions (gate lengths, gate widths, oxide 
thicknesses) as the modeling process becomes increasingly 30 in nature. 
Researchers have developed and refined a wide range of MOS models in an 
effort to predict more accurately the performance of MOS devices before they 
arc fabricated for varying design scenarios. For instance. one might predict 
DC currents very accurately from raw process parameters, thu-; helping predict 
the behavior of an as yet untested device. Howe\'er, because of the complexity 
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2.2 MOS DEVICE DESIGN EQUATIONS 59 

of the model, it might not be appropriate for a fast-execution-time model that 
might be needed for digital simulation purposes. In that case, a model based on 
parameters measured from an actual process might be appropriate. 

Depending on the particular circuit level simulator that may be avail
able, a wide variety of MOS simulation models may be used. For instance in 
one commercial circuit simulator there are over IO different MOS moclels. 19 

Many semiconductor vendors expend a great deal of effort to model the 
devices they manufacture. Many times these efforts are aimed al internal cir
cuit simulators and proprietary models. Most CMOS digital foundry opera
tions have been standardized on the LEVEL 3 models in SPICE as the level 
of circuit modeling that is required for CMOS digital system design. Table 2.1 
is a summary of the main SPICE DC parameters that arc used in Levels I, 2, 
and 3 with representative values for a Iµ n•well CMOS process. 

SPICE Level 3 model parameters also include process parameters that 
are used to calculate VTO, KP, GAMMA, PHI, and LAMBDA if they are not 
specified. For instance, if GAMMA is not specified, TOX and NSUB may be 
used to calculate it. Section 2.11 has a full description of the SPICE LEVEL 
3 parameters and their use. 

Table 2.1 SPICE DC Parameters 

Parameter nMOS pMOS Units Description 

VTO 0.7 0.7 volt Threshold voltage 
KP 8 X IO-S 2.5 X JO-S AN! Transconductance coefficient 
GAMMA .4 .5 y05 Bulk threshold parameter 
PHI .37 .36 \oh Surf ace potential at strong 

inversion 
LAMBDA .01 .01 volt 1 Channel length modulation 

parameter 
LD 0.1 X IO--o 0.1 X 10-6 meter Later.ii diffusion 
TOX 2 X IO-H 2 X JO- S meter Oxide thickness 
NSUB 2 X ]016 4x 1016 J/cm3 Substr.ite doping density 

2.2.4 Small Signal AC Characteristics 
The MOS transistor can be represented by the simplified (V51, = 0) small-sig
nal equivalent model shown in Fig. 2.10 when biased appropriately. Here the 
MOS transistor is modeled as a voltage-controlled current source (g,n), an 
output conductance (gJ5 ), and the intcrelectrode capacitances. These values 
may be used, for instance, to calculate voltage amplification factors (gain) or 
bandwidth characteristics when considered along with other circuit ele
ments. 
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60 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.10 Small signal 
model for an MOS transistor 

Otaln • 

• So,u,i;e 

The output conductance (g,1'") in the linear region can be obtained by dif
ferentiating Eq. (2.5b) with respect to Vds• which results in an output drain
source conductance of 

(2.14) 

Note that consistent with Eq. (2.5b), Vi1'" must be small compared to v.~.r for 
the MOS device to be in a linear operating regime. 

On rearrangement, the channel resistance R, is approximated by 

I 
Rc(/i11ear) = ~ ( V _ V) 

gs I 

(2.15) 

which indicates that it is controlled by the gate-to-source voltage. The relaT 
tion defined by Eq. (2.15) is valid for gate to source voltages that maintain 
constant mobility in the channel. In contrast, in saturation [i.e., Vds 2: (V_11s -

V1)], the MOS device behaves like a current source, the current being almost 
independent of Vc1.1 .. This may be verified from Eq. (2.5c) since 

did., 

,tvds 

c1[~ ( V - V) 2J 2 gs I 

= ------- = 0 
dVd., 

(2.16) 

In practice, however, due to channel shortening (Eq. 2.9) and other effects, 
the drain•current characteristics have some slope. This slope defines the g,11 
of the transistor. The output conductance can be decreased by lengthening 
the channel (i.e., L). 

The transconductance g,,, expresses the relationship between output cur-
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENTARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 61 

rent. /.if• and the inpul voltage, V •,f ' an~ is defined by 

(2.17) 

It is used to measure the gain of an MOS device. In the linear region g,1j is 
given by 

(2.18) 

and in the saturation region by 

" = A.(V - V) -~111 1.rnr) P >is t • (2.19) 

Since transconductance must have a positive value, the absolute value is 
used for voltages applied to p-typc devices. 

2.3 The Complementary CMOS Inverter
DC Characteristics 

A complementary CMOS inverter is realized by the series connection of a 
p- and an n-device. as shown in Fig. 2.11. In order to derive the DC-transfer 
characteristics for the inverter (output voltage, ~ 1111, as a function of the 
inverter, V;,1), we start with Table 2.1, which outlines various regions of oper
ation for the n- and p-transistors. In this table, V,11 is the threshold voltage of 
the n-channel device, and V,p is the threshold \ oltagc of the p-channcl 

v 
FIGURE 2.11 A CMOS 
inverter (with substrate con
nections) 
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62 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

TABLE2.2 Relations Between Voltages for the Three 
Regions of Operation of a CMOS Inverter 

CUTOFF NON SATURATED SATURATED 

v8,p< v,p v11 .. p< v,p 
vs,1, > v,,. V;,, < v,1, + Vvv V;,, < v,1, + Vvo 

p-device 

V;,, > v,p + Vvv vJ,1• > vg,1,- v,p v,1,p < v11,1, - v,1, 
V.mr > V;,. - V,,. V,,,., < V;,. - V11, 

v,1;,n> viii V11,,,>V111 

V11,,< Vm V;,.> v"' V;,.>V111 

n-device 
v11,< v,,, VJm< V~1 -V111 VJ,,,> \\, - V111 

V.,,,, < V;,. - Vm V.,,,, > V;,. - v,,, 

device. The objective is lo find the variation in output vohage (~nrt) for 
changes in the input voltage (V;,,), 

We begin with the graphical representation of the simple algebraic equa
tions described by Eq. (2.5) for the two inverter transistors shown in Fig. 
2. I 2(a).20 The absolute value of the p-transistor drain current Ids inverts this 
characteristic. This allows the VI characteristics for the p-device to be 
reflected about the _r-axis (Fig. 2. 12b). This step is followed by taking the 
absolute value of the p-device, Vd.P and superimposing the two characteris
tics yielding the resultant curves shown in Fig. 2. l 2(c). The input/output 
transfer curve may now be determined by the points of common Vgs intersec
tion in Fig. 2. I 2(c). Thus, solving for V;,111 = V;,,,, and l,1sr1 = lt1.rp gives the 
desired transfer characteristics of a CMOS inverter as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. 
The switching point is typically designed to be 50 percent of the magnitude 
of the supply voltage: '"' V nn/2. During transition, both transistors in the 
CMOS inverter are momentarily "ON," resulting in a short pulse of current 
drawn from the power supply. This is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2.13. 

The operation of the CMOS inverter can be divided into five regions (Fig. 
2.13 ). The behavior of n- and p-devices in each of the regions may be found 
by using Table 2.2. 

Region A. This region is defined by OS V;11 ~ V111 in which the n-device is 
cut off (/,1s,, = 0), and the p-device i.s in the linear region. Since l,t.m = -t.,_1.,,. 

the drain-to-source current l,t ,p for the p-devicc is also zero. But for Vc1rp = 
V,1111 - V DD• with V,l.rp ~ O. the output voltage is 

(2.20) 
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENTARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 63 

~------- Vgsn• 

------- Vgsn2 

_-V=oo=====------:-::7f:---========~ Vgsn, •Vgsp, = Voe, 
-Vgsp2 ----------2 
- VgspJ ---------= 
...Vgsp, ------

-Vgsps -----

(a) 

(b) 
---- - Vdsp 

I 
I 

Vdsn ----

• E~ual Currenl Points 

•---- Vou1 

Region 8. This region is characterized by V111 S V;,, < V0012 in which the 
p-dcvice is in its nonsaturated region (V,ls-:;, 0) while then-device is in satu
ration. The equivalent circuit for the inverter in this region can be repre
sented by a resistor for the p- transistor and a current source for the n-

FIGURE 2.12 Graphical 
derivation of CMOS inverter 
characteristic 
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64 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.13 CMOS 
inverter DC transfer charac
teristic and operating regions 

FIGURE 2.14 Equivalent 
circuits for operating regions 
of a CMOS inverter 

p "ON" n "OFF' p "OFF" n ·ow 

® - p "ON" n·ow-
Voo @ 

I 

vlklt .sv.,.. © 

transistor as shown by Fig. 2.14(a). The saturation current 1,,.m for !he n
devicc is obtained by selling V~s : Vi,r This rcsulcs in 

P [ Vf,1 - Vrn] 2 
I -tfSII - II 2 

where 

and 

p = _,. ___ 11 µ E(lV ) 
II ,fl.r LIi 

V111 = threshold voltage of n-device 

µ,1= mobility of eleclrons 

W,1 = channel width of n-device 

Lu = channel length of n-dcvicc. 

··~1 l Region 8 tl=' 'dsp I 

·-11 Vout ·~1L_: V~ut 

s!, 
(a) (b) 

(2.21) 

ldspf Region D 

ldsn! 
Vout 

(C) 
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENTARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 65 

The current for the p-device can be obtained by noting that 

and 

and therefore 

where 

and 

v,p = threshold voltage of p-device 

µP = mobility of holes 

w,, = channel width of p-device 

L1, = channel length of p-device. 

Substituting 

the output voltage V0111 can be expressed as 

V fl 
I' ( I' V ) ( V - V ) 2 - ., ( V DD V ) I' 11 ( V V ) , 

0111 " in - Ip + irr I/> • 111 - T - 111 DD - jf ill - Ill • 
p 

(2.23) 

Region C. ln this region both the n- and p-devices are in saturation. This is 
represented by the schematic in Fig. 2.14(b) which shows two current 
sources in series. 

The saturation currents for the two devices are given by 
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66 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

with 

This yield1, 

By setting 

we obtain 

~Pl ., 

= 2 ( \' ;,, - v,,,) -

V DD+ v,,, + VIiii 
V;,, = ----,t~ ' 

I+ 
/1 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

which implies that region C exists only for one value of V;,,. The possible 
values of V.,w in this region can be deduced as follows: 

n-channel: V;,, - V.1111 < V,,, 

V.m, > V;,, - V111 

p-channel: V;,, - V.,111 > v,,, 
V.1111 < V;,, - V,p-

Combining the two inequalities results in 

(2.26) 

V 
This indicates that with V;,, = ~D, V0 111 varies within the range shown. Of 
course. we have a-;sumed that an-MOS de\ ice in saturation behaves like an 
ideal current source with drain-to-source current being independent of Vds· 

In reality, a!> V,1_1. increases, ( 1-' also increases slightly; thu!i region Chas a 
finite slope. The significant factor to be noted is that in region C we have two 
current sources in series, which is an "unstable" condition. Thus a small 
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENT ARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 67 

input voltage has a large effect at the output. This makes the output transition 
very steep, which contrasts with the equivalent nMOS inverter characteris
tic. (Sec Section 2.4.) The relation defined by Eq. (2.24) is particularly useful 
since it provides the basis for defining the gate threshold V1111• which corre
sponds to the state where V0111 = v1,,. This region also defines the "gain'' of the 
CMOS inverter when u~ed as a small signal amplifier. 

Region D. This region is described by V00!2 < V;,, $ v00 - v,p· The 
p-dcvice is in saturation while the n~device is operating in its nonsaturated 
region. This condition is represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 
2.14(c). The two currents may be written as 

/ E: IA. (V. - V. - V )2 
dsp - , Pp in DD If> 

and 

[ 
V 1 -. 

V 0111 
l,1r11 = P,, ( VJ/I - ,,,) vm,, - T J 

with 

The output voltage becomes 

v,, 111 = < v;11 - v,,,) - (2.27) 

Region E. This region is defined by the input condition V111 ;;:: V 00- V,p• in 
which the p-devicc b cut off Uc1sp = 0), and then-device is in the linear mode. 
Herc. Vi:.w = V;,, - V/J/J• which is more positive than V,p· The output in this 
region is 

\!;,1,1 = 0. (2.28) 

From the transfer curve of Fig. 2.13, it may be seen that the transition 
between the two states is very steep. This characteristic is very desirable 
because the noise immunity is maximized. This is covered in more detail in 
Section 2.3.2. For convenience, the characteristics associated with the five 
region!> arc summarized in Table 2.3. 
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68 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE2.15 Influence of 
P,, P on inverter DC transfer 

p 

characteristic 

TABLE 2.3 Summary of CMOS Inverter Operation 

REGION CONDITION p-dcvicc a-device OUTPUT 

A OS V;,, <Vm nonsaturatcd cutoff V,,111= Von 

VDD 
B Vm S V;,1 <2 nonsaturntcd saturated Eq. (2.23) 

VDD 
C v. =- saturated satur.itcd V,,111 ~ fiV;,,) ut 2 

VDD 
D 2 < V;,, s V DI) - j vlr' saturated nonsaturatcd Eq. (2.27) 

E v;,, > Vvv - 1 v,,. cutoff nonsaturatcd V,,,., = Vss 

2.3.1 ~,l~p Ratio 
In order lo explore the variations of the transfer characteristic as a function 
of PiPp, the transfer curve for several values of Pr/Pp arc plotted in Fig. 
2. I 5(a). Here. we note the gate-threshold voltage, Vim• where V1,1 = V..mt is 

13n1Bp 0,1 

Voul , Vout • 

Vout 
13n/Bp • 1 

~· Voutt 
1 

(al 
V;n 

~ Voutz 
1 

~ Vout J Wn/Wp r O 1 

50/1 
Vout3 VO\Jt, Vout, 

Vout 

Wn/Wp - 1 

Wnl'Np,• 10 

"'----
(b) 

V;n 
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENTARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 69 

dependent on J3./J3,,. Thus, for a given process, if we want to change 13,/131,. 

we need to change the channel dimensions, i.e., channel•length Land 
channelawidth W From Fig. 2.15(a) it can be seen that as the ratio 1311113,, is 
decreased, the transition region shifts from left to right; however, the output 
voltage transition remains sharp, and hence the switching performance is not 
affected. For the CMOS inverter a ratio of 

(2.29) 

may be desirable since it allows a capacitive load to charge and discharge in 
equal times by providing equal current-source and -sink capabilities. This 
will be discussed further in Chapter 4. For interest, the inverter transfer 
curve is also plotted (Figure 2.15b) for W11/WI' (the width of the n- and 
patransistors). This shows a relative shift to the left compared with the J3 
ratioed case because the p-device has inherently lower gain. 

Temperature also has an effect on the transfer characteristic of an 
invcrtcr. 21 As the temperature of an MOS device is increased, the effective 
carrier mobility,µ, decreases. This results in a decrease in J3, which is related 
to temperature T by 

(2.30) 

Therefore 

I nT- 1 5 
dxv. (2.31) 

Since the voltage transfer characteristics depend on the ratio l30/J3p, and the 
mobility of both holes and electrons arc similarly affected, this ratio is inde
pendent of temperature to a good approximation. Both V111 and V11, decrease 
slightly as temperature increases, and the extent of region A is reduced while 
the extent of region E increases. Thus the overall transfer characteristics of 
Fig. 2.15 shift to the left as temperature increases. Based on the figures given 
earlier, if the temperature rises by 50°C , the threshold~ drop by 200mV 
each. This would cam,c a .4 V shift in the input threshold of the inverter. 

2.3.2 Noise Margin 
Noise margin is a parameter closely related to the input-output voltage char· 
actcristics. This parameter allows us to determine the allowable noise volt
age on the input of a gate so that the output will not be affected. The 
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70 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.16 Noise margin 
definitions 

specification most commonly used to specify noise margin (or noise immu
nity) is in terms of two parameters- the LOW noise margin, NML, and the 
HIGH noise margin, NMH. With reference to Fig. 2. 16, NML is defined as the 
difference in magnitude between the maximum LOW output voltage of the 
driving gate and the maximum input LOW voltage recognized by the driven 
gate. Thus 

NM :: IV - V I L /Lmar - Olmax · (2.32) 

The value of NM His the difference in magnitude between the minimum 
HIGH output voltage of the driving gate and the minimum input HIGH volt
age recognized by the receiving gate. Thus 

NM H c::, IV OHmi 11 - v,H111i11I ' 

where 

Vm111;11 = minimum HIGH input voltage 

Vil.mm= maximum LOW input voltage 

Vo11111;11 = minimum HIGH output voltage 

VoLmm = maximum LOW output voltage. 

These definitions arc illustrated in Fig. 2. 16. 

(2.33) 

Generally, it is desirable to have V111 = Vn and for this to be a value that 
is midway in the "logic swing," Vol to VoH· This implies that the transfer 
characteristic should switch abruptly; that is, there should be high gain in the 
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2.3 THE COMPLEMENTARY CMOS INVERTER-DC CHARACTERISTICS 71 

VOH 5 
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transition region. For the purpose of calculating noi!,c margins, the transfer 
characteristic of a typical inverter and the definition of voltage levels V1v 
V 0v Vm, VoH arc shown in Fig. 2.17. To determine Viv we note that the 
inverter is in region B of oper.:ition, where the p•device is in its linear region 
while the n-devicc is in saturation. The V1L is found by determining the unity 
gain point in the inverter tram,fer characteristic where the output transitions 
from VoH· Similarly, Vm is found by using the unity gain point at the Vol 
end of the characteristic. For the inverter shown the NM Lis 2.3 volts while 
the NM H is I. 7 volts. 22 

Note that if either NM Lor NM II for a gate are reduced (-=0. 1 V 00), then 
the gate may be susceptible to switching noise that may be present on the 
inputs. Apart from considering a single gate, one must consider the net effect 
of noise sources and noise margins on cascaded gates in assessing the overall 
noise immunity of a particular system. This is the reason to keep track of 
noise margins. Quite often noise margins are compromised to improve 
speed. Circuit examples later in this book will illustrate this trade-off. 

2.3.3 The CMOS Inverter As an Amplifier 

It should be noted that the CMOS inverter when used as a logic element is in 
reality an analog amplifier operated under saturating conditions. In region C 
in Fig. 2.14, the CMOS imcrtcr acts ai; an inverting linear amplifier with a 
characteristic of 

(2.34) 

where A is the stage gain. 

FIGURE 2.17 CMOS 
inverter noise margins 
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72 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.18 The 
CMOS inverter as 
an amplifier 

This region may be further examined with a circuit simulator by using 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2.18, with a high-value resistor between input and 
output ( IOM 0). The input is DC h;olated using a capacitor. The gain of this 
amplifier is estimated by using the ,;mall-signal model of the amplifier 
shown in Fig. 2.10. This circuit is valid for small signals around the linear 
operating point of the amplifier. The gain is approximately given by 

A = g1111111al Rt1s,'.ff«1fre 

= (811111 + g111p)(r11.w II r,1,,,) 

= g11,1~/i (if g11111 = g111p and r,1.rn = rJ,1p) (2.35) 

This gain is very dependent on the process and transistors used in the circuit 
but can be in the range from I 00 to over 1000. The gain is enhanced by 
lengthening the transistors to improve the r,1s values. This improvement 
comes at the expense of speed and bandwidth of the amplifier. 

2.4 Static Load MOS Inverters 

Apart from the CMOS inverter, there arc many other forms of MOS inverter 
that may be used to build logic gates. Figure 2.19(a) ~how~ a generic nMOS 
inverter that uses either a resistive load or a con,;tant current source. For the 
resistor case, if we superimpose the resistor-load line on the VI characteriss 
tics of the pull-down transistor (Fig. 2.19b), we can .sec that at a V11 , of 5 
volts, the output is some small V,1.r (V oL) (Fig. 2.19c). When V!I·' = 0 volts, 
V,ls rises to 5 volts. As the resistor is made larger. the V 01. decreases and the 
current nowing when the inverter is turned on decreases. Correspondingly, 
as the load resistor is decreased in value, the Vol rises and the on current 
rises. Selection of the resistor value would seek a compromise between V 0i, 

the current drawn and the pull-up speed, which vary with the value of the 
load resistor. 

The resistor- and current-source-load inverters shown in Fig. 2.19 arc 
normally implemented using transistors in CMOS processes. In some mem
ory processes. resistors arc implemented using highly resistive undoped poly
silicon. When transistors are used the inverter is called a saturated load 
inverter if the load transistor is operated in saturation as a constant current 
source. If the load transistor is biased for use as a resistor, then it is called an 
unsaturated load inverter. 

In this section we will examine a number of static load inverters that one 
can implement in CMOS processes. Usually the reason for doing this is to 
reduce the number of transistors used for a gate to improve density and/or to 
lower dynamic power consumption. 
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l 2.4 STATIC LOAD MOS INVERTERS 73 

(al 

5 

1 . 4 

• 
2 3 4 5 

V;n 
(b) (c) 

2.4.1 The Pseudo-nMOS Inverter 

Figure 2.20(a) shows an inverter that uses a p-devicc pull-up or load that has 
its gate permanently grounded. An n-device pull-down or driver is driven 
with the input signal. Thi~ is roughly equivalent to the use of a depiction load 
in nMOS technology (which preceded CMOS technology as a major systems 
technology) and is thus called "pseudo-nMOS." This circuit i~ used in a vari
ety of CMOS logic circuits. Similar to the complementary inverter, a graph
ical solution to the transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.20(b) for various 
sized p-dcviccs for a particular CMOS process. This shows that the ratio of 
~,,1~1, affects the shape of the transfer characteristic and the Vol of the 
inverter (shown in Fig. 2.20c). Figure 2.20(d) shows that when the driver is 
turned on, a constant DC current flows in the circuit. This is to be contrasted 
with the CMOS inverter in which no DC current flows when the input is 
either the terminal high or low state , The importance of whether DC current 
flows, and hence whether one can use the pseudo-nMOS inverter, depends 
on the application. CMOS watch circuits rely on the fact that when the cir
cuit is not switching. no current is drawn from the small battery that powers 

Figure 2.19 A generic static 
load inverter 
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74 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.20 The pseudo-
nMOS inverter and DC 
transfer characteristics 

Ids Voo lt '" ~i· Voul : l 

I VoU1 ' · Vin ~ driver 
Wp • 2Lp • 4 • 

Vds Vin Voo V;n 

l~l (b) (c) (d) 

the watch. In thi s- application, having circuits that consumed DC current 
would not be advisable. Similarly in circuits which required a power-down 
mode (as in palmtop or portable computers) one might not want such cir
cuits. Finally, the fact that CMOS complementary circuits do not draw DC 
current has led some semiconductor manufacturers to have a gross test of 
CMOS chips that tests the DC current of a chip (IDDQ testing- see Chapter 
7). If there is DC current, they assume there is some fault internally and have 
lo do no more testing of that die. Notwithstanding these applications where 
pseudo-nMOS gales arc not applicable, they do find wide application in 
high-speed circuits and circuits that require large fan-in NOR gates. Even in 
DC power critical applications, the pscudo-nMOS gate may be used by 
selectively grounding the gate of the p-device pull-up transistor. (Note: The 
output voltage of a pseudo-nMOS inverter with both driver and load transis
tors turned off will depend on the subthreshold characteristics of the tran
sistors. This should be rigorously simulated if contemplated, or the output 
should be clamped to a known vol!age.) 

For t~e circuit shown in Fig. 2.20 the current in then driver transistor is 
given by 

The p-device lc1J with V!!JP = - V DD is 
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2.4 STATIC LOAD MOS INVERTERS 75 

Equating the two currents we obtain 

Solving for Vma• 

also 

vo,,, = - v,p + J < v DD+ v,p> z - c 
where C = k ( V. - V ) 2 

Ill Ill 

P,1 
and k :: p 

p 

P,, _ < v oD + v,p> 2 - ( v""' + v,p> 2 

pp - (V. - V )2 
111 /11 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

Figure 2.2 l(a) shows two cascaded pseudo-nMOS inverters, For equal noise 
margins, the gate-threshold voltage Vi,n• should be set to approximately 
0.5VDD· (Another criteria might set V;111 to be halfway between Vn and Vm,) 
At this operating point, the n,dcvicc (pull -down) is in saturation (0 < Vgsn -

V111 < Vc1s11 ), and the p-device (pull -up) is in the linear mode of operation (0 < 

Vc1sp < Vg.rp - V,p). 
With Vim' = 0.5V00• V111 = IV,pl = 0.2V00, V00 = 5 volts, the following 

result is obtained 

Recalling that the technology and geometry contributions to p, the ratio of 
widths of the n-devicc to the p-devicc might range between approximately 3/1 
forµ,/µ,,= 2 and 2/1 whereµ,/µ,, "' 3. Figure 2.2 l(b) shows some typical trans
fer characteristics for varying Pi/P,, ratios. The noise margins arc as follows: 

P,/P,, v,L Vm Vol VoH NML NMH 

2 3.4 4.5 1.4 5 2.0 0.5 

4 1.8 3.3 0.6 5 1.2 2.7 

6 1.4 2.8 0.35 5 1.05 3.2 

8 LI 2.4 0.24 5 0.86 3.6 

100 0.5 I.I 0.00 5 0.5 3.9 
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76 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.21 Cascaded 
pseudo-nMOS inverters 
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From this one can sec that the low noise margin is considerably worse 
than the high noise margin. The overall noise margin of a pseudo-nMOS cir
cuit can be enhanced considerably by following such a stage with a CMOS 
stage (P,/P,, = I). In this case for P,/P,, ::a. 6, 

Vil. 

2.3 
VIH 

3.3 
Vol 

.35 
Vou 

5 
NML 

1.95 

NM11 

1.7 

This inverter find ~ widespread use in circuits where an "n-rich" circuit is 
required and the power dissipation can be tolerated. Typical uses include 
static ROMs and PLAs. Note that the circuit could use n-Joad devices and 
p-active pull-ups, if this were of advantage. 

Rather than opcrnte the p-transi~tor in the linear region it is possible to 
operate it a*' a constant current source (saturated load). Figure 2.22(a) shows 
an inverter with a p-transistor biased to be a constant current source (~mt> 
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: ~ •a•• 
- \\\ \ __ Wµ = 2 

3 -
Vgsp = Voe 

Yo.,t 

l - w,.. . 2 .... e 
Wµ = 411 

I bias = 10µA 
I -

0 
0 a 

!bi 
V;n 

Vg_r1, - V,/1). The constant current p load allows the inverter characteristics to 
be sci to compensate for process changes (~cc also Fig. 5.27 ). Figure 2,22(b) 
shows transfer characteristic~ for a variety of n-transistor widths. (Sec also 
Section 5.4.3.) 

2.4.2 Unsaturated Load Inverters 
Figure 2.23(a) shows an inverter using an nMOS transistor load. Thi~ type of 
inverter was used in nMOS technologies prior to the availability of nMOS 
depiction loads and in pMOS technologic~ prior to the availability of nMOS 
technologies. It is included here for completeness. The high level b an n 
thre~hold down from V 00 (but remember that the threshold i~ modified by 

s 

4 -

3 -

Vout 

2 -

I -

0 
0 z 3 4 !i 

,~i 
Y111 

FIGURE 2.22 Constant 
current source load pseudo
nMOS inverter 

FIGURE 2.23 Unsaturated 
load inverter 
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78 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.24 Saturated 
load inverter 

the body effect because the source of then-load transistor is abme V35). Fig· 
ure 2.23(b) !>hows the transfer characteristics for a variety of pull-up to pull
down r.itios. ForJ, .;, 4 Vol= .24 volts, Vm = 2.2 volts, V0H = 3.8 volts and 
VIL= .56 volt<;. Thu-; the low noise margin is .32 volts and the high noise 
margin i, 1.6 volts for cascaded circuits. The small low noise margin would 
make thi<; inverter nonoptimal as a conventional logic circuit. However, it 
might be used in isolated circumstance, where p-transistors were not wanted 
(for in~t:mcc. in some 1/0 structures). 

2.4.3 Saturated Load Inverters 

A number of other "pseudo-nMOS .. inverter configurations arc possible. 
Figure 2.24(a) shows a p load with its gate connected to the output. The 
trans for characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.24(b) for a number of pull -up/pull
down ratio$. The output rises to a p threshold down from V00. In addition as 
the output voltage approaches V00 - IVrpl, the V,rs across the pull · up i.s 
reduced. thm, decrem,ing the current flowing in the pull-up, which has a det
rimental effect on the pull-up speed. While V,1111 > V; 11 - V111 (i.e., for small V;H 
values), the driver transistor is in saturation 

I pdri•~- ( V. - V ) 2 
,l.~tlrfrer : 2 111 111 • 

(2.38) 

Similarly the load device /dJ is permanently in the nonsa1urated region 

P,"'"' ., 
1,/Jload = ~ ( V,mr - V DD - V,/1) - · (2.39) 

5 

~~- •oo, 

4 

\ 0-...', D,,llli, 

3 \( .25 

II~ 110\ll \ 

~ v 
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Equating the lwo currento.; we obtain 

J3t/ri1t'I' (V - V ) :? = 13 1"11,I ( \l _ V - V ) 2 
2 Ill Ill 2 tw l VD If' • 

Upon rearrangement, 

v"", = v oo + v,,, + ./1.. ( vi •t - vm> 

J3 tlril'a 
where k = 

13/oad • 

(2.40) 

This effectively gives the \1011 value (V;,, = 0). Similar calculation"> can 
yield the Vol· From Fig. 2.2-l(b), fork= 4 Vol :::i .24 volts. V111 = 2.1 volt,. 
v011 = 4.4 volts, and Vil "'" .5 volts. Thus the low noise margin is .26 volts 
and the high noise margin i, 2.3 volts. The small low-noise-margin makes 
this inverter unsuitable for cascaded logic use, but it is of uo.;c in other cir
cumstances and forms the basis for the differential pair inverter, which we 
will examine subsequently. 

Finally, Fig. 2.25 shows an nMOS depiction load inverter. This inverter 
relies on the cxi,;tence of a depletion nMOS transistor to form the load 
device. That i~. the threshold of the depiction transistor i-, negative. While 
this b relatively rare in CMOS processes, this inverter formed the ba,i~ for 
the generation of MOS technology that ushered in the VLSI era. By connect
ing the gate of the load to the output, a constant current load is formed . 
Unlike the inverter shown in Fig. 2.24. which uses a p-dcvice as a con<;tant 
current loJd, the output of thic; inverter can rise to a full V1)J) level. 

5 

4 -

3 -

Voul 

2 -

1 -

0 
0 2 3 ~ 5 

V;n 
!Ill 

FIGURE 2.25 Depletion 
load inverter 
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80 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.26 Cascode 
inverter 

FIGURE2.27 TTL input 
inverter 
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2.4.4 The Cascode Inverter 
The eascode inverter is shown in Fig. 2.26. It resembles a pscudo-nMOS 
inverter but with an n-transistor connected in series with the pull-down 
n-transistor. If the gate of the series transistor is held at a constant voltage, 
V/,im• the drain of the driver transistor ( V1) will be held to an II threshold below 
\1/Jiar The output node, i-:mr• swings from V DD to Vss· The series transistor acts 
as a "common gate" amplifier and in effect isolates the V1 node from the V,1111 

node and keeps the signal swing on V1 between Vss and Vt,;m - V111 • This fea 
ture will be used in a logic family discui.scd in Chapter 5. 

2.4.5 TTL Interface Inverter 
One final CMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 2.27. 23 This is of use in interfacing 
to TTL logic systems. The series- p load basically feeds a conventional 

5 
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2.5 THE DIFFERENTIAL INVERTER 81 

CMOS inverter with a reduced V1)l) supply. Thi" changes the input threshold 
to suit a TTL output. ( VoL = 0.8V V 0H = 2.0V). 

2.5 The Differential Inverter 

All of the inverters that we have examined thus far have been singled-ended: 
that is. they have a single input signal and produce a single output signal. An 
inverter that uses two differential inputs and produces two differential out
puts is shown in Fig. 2.28(a). Two n-transistors have their sources com
moned and fed by a constant current source that is in turn connected to 
ground. The drains of each n- transistor arc connected to resistor loads that 
are connected to the supply voltage. 

If the input voltages V1~r, and Vri.~lu arc set to the same ,•oltagc Vlf"h'.H'<'III' 

then each transistor has a V11 ,. of Vquies, .•. 111 - V N• where V N is the vollage 
across the constant current source. Thus the Id., for each transistor is equal 
and the output voltages V,,,,11 and V,11112 arc equal. If the voltages V1,1, and 
Vriglrt are increased equally, then \! N rises to maintain the constant current 
through the current source. The output voltages, V,11111 and V,,1112, will stay at 
the same value. Applying this common signal to both inputs therefore results 
in no gain (ideally); this gain is referred to as the Common Mode Gain. If 
v,.1, is increased by 6V, and Vriglu is decreased by 6V, then the current in N 1 

will increase by 6/ and the current in N2 will decrease by 6/. V,11111 ,,ill 
decrease by 6/R and \~11112 will increase by 6/R. Thus the differential gain 
from Vll'ft to \~1111 I is 

2o/R 
Ailiff= -26\! = -

o/R 
sv· (2.41) 

The term 6//oV may be recognized as the g,,, of the driver transistor. Thus 
the gain is 

A,liff = - gmR. (2.42) 

This is called the Differential Gain because it resulted from applying a dif
ferential signal to the inputs. In practical circuits, ideal constant current 
sources arc hard to find so the Common Mode Gain and Differential Gains 
vary from the ideal. The Common Mode Rejection Ratio ( CMRR) is 
defined as 

CMRR = Differential Gain 
Co111111011 Mode Gain · 

(2.43) 
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82 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.28 Basic differ· 
ential amplifier 

The value of the load rc~istor, Rimrib is a lradeoff between gain (large R) and 
bandwidth (low R). Also, the value of the current source, /sm,rn:• represents a 
balance between power dissipation (low /, small power dissipation) and 
bandwidth (high/, low R. high bandwidth). As R1111,d is decreased for a given 
I ,orm:e• the minimum voltage al the output decreases ( V,1111111111 = V VD -

l.m1rrc<,Rlr1crd). As Rimul il> increased, V,,11111,;u decreases usually until a point at 
which the current source ceases lo act as such or some other bias condition 
prevents the amplifier from operating as such. The size of the driver transis
tor affects the gain. The larger the transistor the higher the gain, but the 
larger arc the associated parasitic capacitances. 

For instance, in the circuit shown a tail current of IOOµA is chosen. The 
quiescent conditions required arc as follows: 

Viefr = V,.;111,1 = 2.5 volts 

V.mrl = V.mr2= 3.5 volts 

Thus IJ1111r1.<•Rlmul = V DD - 3.5 

- 1.5 

1.5 
= 50µA 

=30Kil 

Figure 2.28(b) shows the 1/0 characteristic for the circuit shown in Fig. 
2.28(a) for a number of transistor widths. As the transistor width is 
increased, the gain increases. In addition, as the transistor width is increased, 
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2-5 THE DIFFERENTIAL INVERTER 83 

the V N volt.ige ri!>es as the required V!I-' to establi~h the tail current decreases. 
At the quiescent point the driver transistors are in saturation, and for instance 
the p for the process is . I 24mt\ /V2 and \Im .c .7 volts . Hence, 

gm ~ P<Vc.t- V,) 

= .124 X 20 X (2.5 - 1.5 - .7 ) 

= .74mS (milliSiemen!>) 

A = g111 R1.,8 ,1 

= .74 X 10-) X 30 X 103 

= 22.3. 

From the characteristics in Fig. 2.28(b) 

A = 22.2, 

which shows good correspondence. 
In Fig. 2.28 we used an ideal current source for the differential pair. An 

MOS transistor may be used to provide a very good constant current !>ourcc 
provided certain operating conditions arc met. From the DC operating equa
tions, we know that when a transistor is in the saturation region, the drain 
current to a first approximation is independent of drain-source voltage. We 
can improve the characteristics of the MOS constant current source by 
lengthening the device beyond the minimum dimensions allowed. This 
reduces the effect of channel-length modulation. 

A CMOS differential pair with an nMOS current source and pMOS 
load resistors is shown in Fig. 2.29. A voltage Vi,;"-' sets the current in the 
current source. The constant current source will act as such provided that 
VN > Vbias - v,w To keep Vi,;as low while providing a reasonable current 
requires the current source to have a large p. 

FIGURE 2.29 CMOS 
differential amplifier 
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84 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

In the circuit, v1,;,,, is set by what is termed a current mirror. If a current 
is forced in N3, then an identical current will flow in transistor N,t, The rea
son for this is as follows. With the drain connected to the gate, N3 is in satu
ration. Forcing a current l.d in N3 yields a VgsJ of 

R - I V,: .d - p +\I. 

Now, because N4 has a v.~.r = Vgsl· 

One may cascade current mirrors to provide a variety of current tracking 
arrangements. If a current multiplication is required, this may be achieved by 
appropriate ratioing of the current mirror transistors. 

Figure 2.30(a) shows a differential amplifier that employs an active cur
rent-mirror load structure rather than resistive p-transistors. This structure 
forms the basis for many RAM sense amplifiers. In this application, the cur
rent source is often connected as an unsaturated device. In these circum
stances, one has to ensure that the DC conditions arc such that the amplifier 
operates correctly. The active p loads have to be able to source the total cur
rent developed by the current source n-transistor. A starting point is 10 make 
PN = PP = ~I',· Figure 2.30(b) shows the amplifier characteristic for vary
ini load aevicc· sizes. If the p-deviccs arc too small, then when Vlt'fi = V DD• 

the high value at ~ 1111 will be lower than possible because P 1 will not be able 
to source all of the currenl from N3• If P1 and P2 arc made larger with respect 
to N3, the low value of the amplifier increases, the gain of the amplifier 
decreases, and the transition region moves to the left as shown in Fig. 
2.30(b). The gain is then determined by the g,,, of N1 and the output conduc
tance of P2 and N2• Figure 2.30(c) and Fig. 2.30(d) show the 1/0 charactcr
is1ics for the amplifier and the currents that flow in the current source and the 
two load devices. The small signal gain is given by24 

t\ = (2.44) 

where g11,,, is the g111 of the driver transistor and g0 is the combined output 
conductance of the p currenl load and the n-drivcr transistor. This is shown 
in Fig. 2.30(e) for various values of load- and dri\er-dt!vice si1.es for a fixed 
current source. As the length of lhe devices is increased (r.,J increases), the 
gain of the amplilier increases. Increasing the \\1idth of lhc driver devices 
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86 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.31 Self-biased 
CMOS differential amplifier 

FIGURE 2.32 
Transistor connec
tion for CMOS 
transmission gate 

I 
0 . 

0 

!al lbl 

docs not have as marked an effect on the gain as the g111 = f3(V8J - V1). For 
in~tancc if the f3 of the driver transistors is quadrupled. then the (V//5 - V,) is 
halved and the g111 i!,, only doubled. 

A further CMOS differential amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.31.25 It has 
twice the gain of the amplifier shown in Fig. 2.30 and has the advantage that 
it is self-biasing. This amplifier is of use in TTL-CMOS input buffers and 
comparators. 

2.6 The Transmission Gate 

The transistor connection for a complementary switch or transmission gate is 
reviewed in Fig. 2.32. It consists of an n-channcl tran~istor and a p-channcl 
transistor with separate gate connections and common source and drain con
nections. The control signal is applied to the gate of the n-dcvicc, and its 
complement is applied to the gate of the p-dcvicc. The operation of the trans
mission gate can be best explained by considering the characteristics of both 
the n-dcvicc and p-dcvice as pass transistors individually. We will address 
this by treating the charging and discharging of a capacitor via a transmis
sion gate. 

nMOS Pass Transistor. Referring to Fig. 2.33(a). the load capacitor C10 11i1 

is initially discharged (i.e .. V,1111 = Vss>· With S = 0 O'ss) (i.e .. v.i:.1 = 0 volts), 
li1., = 0. then l~,,,1 = l'ss irrespective of the state of the input V;,r When S = I 
( V00 }. and V;,1 = I. the pas~ transistor begins to conduct and charges the load 
capacitor toward V 00 . i.e .. initially \11/s = V 00. Since initially V, 11 is at a 
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2.6 THE TRANSMISSION GATE 87 

Vdn - :____r---- Vcul 

' I C1ood 
s 

(ti) 

higher potential than V0111, the current flows through the device from left to 
right. As the output voltage approaches V0 v - Vm. the n-device begins to 
turn off. Load capacitor, Ciowl· will remain charged when Sis changed back 
to 0. Therefore the output \ oltage V,,,11 remains at \I DD - V111< V.,,t>· \1111(1',fdl is 
then-transistor body affected threshold with the source at \I DD· This implies 
that the transmission of logic one is degraded as it passes through the gate. 
With V111 = 0, S = l, and V,,111 = V DD - \!111i v,1i1l· the pass transistor begins 10 

conduct and discharge the load capacitor toward V55• i.e., Vg.,· = VDD· Since 
initially V;,, is at a lower potential than V,,,,, the current llows through the 
device from right to left. As the output \1oltagc approaches Vss, the n-device 
current diminishe~. Because V,,,11 full~ to Vs~· the transmission of a logic zero 
is not degraded. 

pMOS Puss Transistor. Once again a ~imilar approach can be talen in 
analy1ing the operation of a pMOS pass transistor as shown in Fig. 2.33(b). 
With - S = I (S ::: 0), V,11 = Vss, and \/0 111 : Vss, the load capacitor Cimul 
remains uncharged. When - S ;:, 0 (S = I}, current begins to flow and charges 
the load capacitor toward VvD· However, when V;,, = V~s and~'"'= \100• the 
load capacitor discharges through the p~device until \~1111 -= V11,n'ui· at which 
point the transistor ceases conducting. Thus transmission of a logic zero is 
somewhat degraded through the p·dcvice. 

The resultant behavior of the n~device and p,device arc shown in Table 
2.4. By combining the two characteri~tics we can construct a tran~mission 
gate that can transmit both a logic one and a logic zero without degradation. 
A~ can be deduced from the discussion so far, the operation of the transmis
sion gate requires both the true and the complement vcr~ion of the control 
signal. 

TABLE 2.4 Transmission Gate Characteristics 

DEVICE 

n 
p 

TRANSMISSION OF· 1 · 

poor 
good 

TRANSMISSION OF·(}' 

gooJ 
poor 

FIGURE 2.33 nMOS and 
pMOS transistor operation in 
transmission gate 
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88 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.34 Transmission 
gate output characteristic for 
control input changing 

The overall behavior can be cxprcs~cd as: 

[ 

n-devicc = off 
p-device = off 

S = 0 ( - S = 1 ); V. = V . V = z 
111 ss• 0111 

Vi11 = V DD' V,mt = z 

where 2 refers to a high impedance state and 

[ 

n-dcvice = on 

p-device = on 
S ::c l( - S=O); V=V. V =V .. 

111 ss· 11111 ss· 
V;,, = V DD' V,m1 = V DD 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

The transmission gate is a fundamental and ubiquitous component in 
MOS logic. It finds use a<; a multiplexing clement, a logic structure, a latch 
clement. and an analog switch. The transmission gate acts as a voltage con• 
trolled resistor connecting the input and the output. 

Figure 2.34(a) shows a typical circuit configuration for a transmission 
gate in which the output is connected to a capacitor and the input to an 
inverter. The control input is shown turning the transmission gate on. That is. 
the gate of the n-channcl transmission gate switch is changing from O ~ I 
and the gate of the p-channcl is changing from 1 ~ 0. First consider the case 

\._ 

r~ 1 
Yeo ~~ 2 ' 

Vss - ~ , " T I ldn! • ldps 

...r 
iai 

Id 
~di:,s 

V s 
(mA) 

1 / 'oo 
' 

""'· Voo 
f-~ldp V dn , ss Vt:Jlll 

~ldA 6 
I '7 0 2 J 4 !I 

(b) """ IC) 
Vout 
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2,6 THE TRANSMISSION GATE 89 

where the control input changes rapidly. the inverter input is low (Vss), the 
inverter output is high ( V 00), and the capacitor on the transmission gate out
put is discharged (V55). The currents that flow in this situation may be mod
eled by the circuit shown in Fig. 2.34(b) in which the input is held at v00 
and the output is ramped from Vss to V DD• while the currents in the pass tran
sistors are monitored (in SPICE by using zero-volt voltage sources). In real
ity, the capacitor discharge would be exponential, but a linear ramp serves to 
show what happens to the pass transistor currents. As V0111 rises, the 
p-transistor current follows a constant V85 of- 5 volts (Fig. 2.34c). That is, it starts 
out in saturation and transitions to the nonsaturated case when IVgsp - V1/II > 
IVds/ Then-transistor is always in the nonsaturated region as Vc1.rn = Vgsr1 
and V8511 - V111 < V,l.rn· When V,.1111 reaches a V111 below V00, the n·transistor 
turns off. Thus there arc three regions of operation: 

Region A. n nonsaturated, p saturated (V,,111 < V1/I) 

Region B. n nonsaturated, p nonsaturated ( V,p < V.,w < V DD - v,,,) 
Region C. n off, p nonsaturated ( V DD - V111 < V,,111) 

In region A, we can approximate the p-current as a constant current 
while the n-current varies linearly with V,111,. Hence the total current is linear 
with V;,,. In region B both currents vary linearly with V.mi· Finally in region 
C the p-current varies linearly with V,1111• Thus the transmission gate acts as a 
resistor, with contributions to its resistance from both n- and p· transistors. 
This can be seen in Fig. 2.34(c) Uc1115 + fc1,,5). Similar simulations may be car
ried out for V;,, = Vss and V..,111 =Yoo~ Vss· 

Another operation mode that the transmission gate encounters in lightly 
loaded circuits is where the output closely follows the input, such as shown in 
Fig. 2.35(a). Figure 2.35(b) shows a model of this while Fig. 2.35(c) shows the 
SPICE circuit used to model this condition including current monitoring voltage 
sources. Figure 2.35(d) shows then- and p,pa..<;s transistor currents for V.,,,, - \';11 

= -0.1 volts. It can be seen thal again there arc three regions of operation: 

Region A. n nonsaturated, p off 
Region B. n nonsaturatcd, p nonsaturated 
Region C. n off, p unsaturated 

The total current decreases in magnitude as V;,1 increases until V,,, = 
v,p(hcJ<fr·effectedJ· Herc the p-transistor turns on and in this case slows the 
decrease of current. When V;11 > V DD - v,,,f/wd, ·<'/fn 'l<'dl · the current starts to 
increase in magnitude as the p current increases. In this simulation the p and 
n gains were matched. For the region V,I' < \'i,, < VDn - V111, the transmission 
gate will have a roughly constant resistance. The effect of having only one 
polarity transistor in the tram,mission gate is also seen. If only an n-tran-;istor 
is used. the output will rise to an n threshold below V1)D as current stops 
flowing at this point. Similarly. with a single p· trun-;istor, the output would 
fall to a p threshold above Vss, as current stops flowing in the p-transbtor at 
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90 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.35 Transmission 
gate output characteristic for 
switched input changing 

FIGURE 2.36 Resistance 
of a transmission gate for 
conditions in Figure 2.35 

ll'ss 

1 
Vjn Ll'dp 
~ 

Vaut : Vill-~v 
- 11111 

T 
l"b) 

\loo 

-.. 
{ct, (d) 

this point. Note also that as either the p or n current approaches zero, the 
speed of any circuit would be prejudiced. If the surrounding circuitry can 
deal with these imperfect high and low values, then single polarity transmis
sion gates may be used. Figure 2.36 shows a plot of the transmission gate 
"on" resistance for the test circuit shown in Fig. 2.35(c). 

n · transistor resistanc 

\ 
transmission gate resistance 
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2.7 The Tristate Inverter 

By cm,cading a tran~mi1>sion gate with an inverter the tristate invencr !>hown 
in Fig. 2.37(a) is constructed. When C : 0 and - C = I, the output of the 
im•ertcr is in a tristate condition (the Z output is not driven by the A input). 
When C = I and - C = 0, the output Z is equal to the complement of A. The 
connection between the n• and p-driver transistors may be omitted (Fig. 
2.37b) and the operation remains substantially the same (except for a small 
speed difference). Figure 2.37(c) shows the schematic icon that represents the 
tristate inverter. For the same size n· and p-devices, this invener is approxi · 
mutely half the speed of the inverter shown in Fig. 2. 11. This inverter will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, becau~e it forms the basis for various 
types of clocked logic, latches, bus drivers, multiplexers, and 1/0 structures. 

2.8 Bipolar Devices 

Thus far we have treated the MOS transistor in i~olation as the device of 
interest. However. there arc other semiconductor devices that arc fabricated 
either parasitically or deliberately in a CMOS process. In particular, the 
junction diode and the bipolar transistor will be examined. The former is of 
use primarily in digital circuits as a protection device in 1/0 structures. The 
latter may be constructed to improve the !>peed of CMOS in BiCMOS pro
cesses. Of concern to all CMOS designers. however, arc the parasitic bipolar 
transistors constructed as a by-product of building the basic nMOS/ pMOS 
structures in CMOS. These can lead to a circuit debilitating condition known 
as latchup. This will be covered in detail in Chapter 3. 

2.8.1 Diodes 

The diode is the most basic of semiconductor devices and is created when a 
metal and a semiconductor or two semiconductors form a junction When two 
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FIGURE 2.37 Tristate 
inverter 
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92 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.38 Diode VI 
characteristics 

diffusions of opposite polarity form a junction, a junction diode is formed. 
When a metal and semiconductor merge either an ohmic contact is made or 
a Schottky diode is created. In mo~t CMOS processes only ohmic contacts 
arc formed where metal contacts diffusions. 

For instance, in an nMOS (or pMOS) transistor, the source and drain ter
minals form np (or pn) junction diodes to the substrate (or well). The sche~ 
matic symbol for a junction diode is shown in Fig. 2.38(a). The two 
terminals are designated the anode and cathode. The VJ characteristics of a 
diode are shown in Fig. 2.38(b). The current in a diode is given by26 

qV 

I = 1\/.r(eJ.:m, - I) (2.47) 

where 

Ad area of the diode 

l.r = the saturation current/unit area 

q a electronic charge 

J.. = Boltzmann's constant 

= Temperature 

111 = a constant between I and 2 to account for various nonlinearities 

(111 - 2 for pn junction diodes and m - 1.2 for Schottky diodes). 

There arc a number of characteristics of interest. When a positive volt 
age is applied to the cathode with respect to the anode, electrons are attracted 
to the supply and holes arc repelled, leading to a ··reverse-biased" condition 

I cathode n 
V . 

';\ 
anode p 

(a> (bl 

. , 

n 
positive calhode 

~ 

"' reverse 
breakdcwn 
vonage 

negat,vo calhoda 
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2.8 BIPOLAR DEVICES 93 

in which a very small reverse current flowi,. This re.!i ults in a depiction region 
similar to that in the MOS transi.stor when it is in the depiction regime before 
inversion. In the above equation the exponential term is reduced in impor
tance and the current is approximated by (A,1 i= I) 

(2.48) 

This condition applies until the voltage exceeds the revcr!>c breakdown volt
age of the junction, at which point the current increases rapidly due to ava
lanche multiplication. This occurs when electrons accelerated by the high 
field across the junction impact silicon atoms, thereby producing electron
hole pairs . When a negative voltage i, applied to the cathode, the diode 
becomes forward biased. The current is approximated by (A,1 "' I) 

(2.49) 

As Fig. 2.38(b) shows, the current rapidly increases when the cathodc~anode 
voltage b less than -0.6 volts. The x axi!> is reflected. 

2.8.2 Bipolar Transistors 
By building an NPN diffusion sandwich, as shown in Fig. 2.39(a}, an NPN 
bipolar transistor m.iy be constructed. Similarly a PNP transistor may be 
constructed by sandwiching an n diffusion between two p diffusion,. The 
terminals of a bipolar transistor arc called the collector, base, and emitter. 
The behavior of a transistor may be modeled (and i, in the SPICE simulation 
program) by the structure shown in Fig. 2.39(b) for an NPN tran!>istor. If 
V11£, the base-emitter voltage, is set al around . 7 volt!> and V Cl:.· the collector· 
to-emitter voltage, is positive, the base emitter diode is forward biased and 

l;'Dlil!Cl<>f collec1or 

I I !'c -n - -, 

birS1} - - p 'T rh -n ~ --• - ..- -r' 
•11 ; \ 

eminer i~ 
, colleclor em'ltor 

base ·I · 
\ emitter 

(a) lbt 

FIGURE 2.39 Structure 
and model of an NPN bipolar 
transistor 
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94 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

the collector base diode is reven,e biased. By u,;ing the Ebcrs-Moll model.27 

the collector current may be calculated as 

While the emitter current is given by 

where k.Tlq = .026 (at 300°K) 

V CE = the collector-emitter voltage 

V BE = the base-emitter voltage 

111 = a constant between I and 2 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

V,\ = che Early voltage (an approximation co allow for nonideal phe
nomena that rc!.uh in finite oucput conductance) 

f3 = forward current gain 

Is = the junction saturation current. 

The forward current gain, p. (not to be confused with MOS P's) typically 
ranges from 20-500. 

The VI characteristics of a typical NPN transistor are shown in Fig. 2.40. 
The basic design equations for use with digital bipolar circuits are 

described in association with the inverter shown in Fig. 2.41. Here, the col
lector of an NPN transistor is connected to a positive supply via resistor R,-. 
The base is connected via resistor R11 to an input voltage V;w The base cur
rent 11, is given by 

V - V 
I _ in '"' I - ----, R1, 

(2.52) 

where V be= the base emitter voltage (-0. 7 volts) 

and V;,, = the input voltage. 

The collector current is given by 
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and hence the collector voltage is given by 

The gain, A, is given by 

lbs .SµA 

tb: .4µA 

lb• .JµA 

lb= .2µA 

lb• .1µA 

2 3 4 5 
Vee (volts) 

(2.53) 

An n-well CMOS process inherently has a PNP transistor that is created 
between the substrate (collector), well (base), and source/drain diffusions 
(emitter). This PNP transistor is not that useful except for application as a 
current reference. This transistor is a vertical PNP because the transistor is 
formed by the vertical stacking of junctions. 
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FIGURE 2.40 NPN transistor 
VI characteristics 

FIGURE 2.41 Inverter 
using an NPN transistor 
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96 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.42 Basic BiCMOS 

Extra processing steps must be added to CMOS processes to build more 
useful NPN transistors. The$e steps result in what is termed a BiCMOS pro
cess (for Bipolar and CMOS). Similar to the case with p- and n-channel tran
sistors in CMOS, NPN bipolar transistors have much higher gain and better 
high-frequency response than PNP transistors. Thus BiCMOS processes 
concentrate on adding a high-performance NPN transistor. 

2.8.3 BiCMOS Inverters 
The availability of an NPN transistor can markedly improve the output drive 
capability of a conventional CMOS inverter due to the high current gain of 
the NPN transistor. 28•29 Figure 2.42 shows one version of a BiCMOS 
inverter. When the input is low, P1 is turned on and supplies base current to 
NPN 1 and sets the base voltage to V DD· N 3 is turned on and clamps the base 
of NPN2 to V55• Thus NPN2 is off and the output rises to a vb .. below V DD· 

When the input is high, the base of NPN I is clamped to Vss by N I and N2 
supplies the base current for NPN2. The output falls to a small voltage above 
Vss· This voltage is callee.I V CE.1t1t• the collector emitter voltage with the tran
sistor in !iaturation. This is due to the finite "on resistance" of the transistor 
and may be reduced by increasing IJ,. It is normally in the range of 0.1 ~ 0.3 
volts. Thus this inverter has an output swing between V00 - V1,,. and Vss + 
V CE.mt· The V1,,, drop causes DC dissipation in any following CMOS gates, a 
problem which is not improved as the supply voltage is reduced. 

A second BiCMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 2.43. Transistors P2 and N2 
arc used as resistors to bias the NPN transistors. When the input is low, P 1 

feeds base current to NPN I and P2 serves to pull the output high. The value 
of P2 is a compromise to achieve high speed pull-up without bypass of the 
base current to NPN 1. When the input is high, N2 feeds the base of NPN2 

0 '--------,----
0 

inverter 1~1 (OJ 
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while N3 serves to pull the output to V55. The primary advantage of this 
implementation is that the output falls to Vss and rises to Voo· 

A third BiCMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 2.44. In this inverter a feed
back invcner is added to control the "resistor" transistors. When the input is 
low and the output is high, the feedback inverter places a zero on P2 and N2, 

thereby pulling the output high. When the input is high, the output becomes 
low and the feedback inverter places a high on N2 and P2, which pulls the 
output low. 

A final BiCMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 2.4530 which only uses a pull
up NPN transistor. When the input is low, P1, P2• NPN 1, and the feedback 
inverter combine to pull the output high. When the input is high, N3 pulls the 
output low. This inverter is of particular use for 3.3 Volt supply circuits. The 
technique of using an nMOS transistor as the sole pull-down clement can be 
used for the BiCMOS inverters shown in Figs. 2.42 and 2.43. Section 5.4.2 
has an extended reference list of research on BiCMOS. 

5 

o,__ ___________ _ 

0 
(al (bl 
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FIGURE 2.43 BiCMOS 
inverter using MOS transis-
tors as resistors 

FIGURE 2.44 BiCMOS 
inverter with feedback 
inverter. 
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98 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

FIGURE 2.45 BiCMOS 

Vll<lt 

\ 
\ 

0 -----------
0 s 

inverter with nMOS pulldown ia1 

2.9 Summary 

This chapter has cumined the DC characteristics of MOS transistors, 
diodes, bipolar transistors and CMOS inverters. In addition the operation of 
the CMOS transmission gate was reviewed. Finally. the circuit configura
tions of some BiCMOS inverter!> were surveyed. The circuits treated in this 
chapter arc the basis for the majority of logic and memory circuits used in 
CMOS digital system design. Ensuring their correct DC operation is the first 
step in constructing a correctly functioning circuit. The second step. satisfy
ing temporal (or timing) constraints requires one to be able to e!>timatc the 
~peed of a circuit. This will be treated in Chapter 4. 

2.10 Exercises 

1. Calculate the noise margin for the BiCMOS inverter shown in Fig. 
2.42 

a. BiCMOS ...; CMOS (/311 "" /3p) and 

b. BiCMOS p!>eudo-nMOS (/3,//31' = 4) 
(V1,,. = .7 volts) 

2. Calculate the noise margin fo r a CMOS inverter oper,lling at 3.3 V 
with V1,, = 0.7V. \111' = - 0.7V. (31, = f3w What would you do to the tnm
sistor characteristics to imprm c the noise margin? 

3. Derive the \I OH and \ 'oL for the inverter shown in Fig. 2.23. 

-l. Derive the VI equations th,1t predict the 110 ,_ for the inverter shO\\ n in 
Fig. 2.24, 
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2.11 APPENDIX-SPICE LEVEL 3 MODEL 99 

5. Design an input buffer that may be used to interface with a TTL 
driver (V00 = 5V. Vol = 0.8V. VoH = 2.0\/). Show full deriv,llions or 
DC conditions. 

6. Design a buffer that interraces internal 3.3 V logic to CMOS I/0 logic 
operating at 5 V. 

7. Docs the body effect of a process limit the number of transistors that 
can be placed in series in a CMOS gate at low frequencies? 

8. Sometimes the substrate is connected to a voltage called the substrate 
bias to alter the thre~hold or the n-transistors. If the threshold of an 
n-transistor is to be raised. explain to what polarity the voltage sub
strate would be connected. Draw a circuit diagram showing V00 . 

v55, and substrate supplies connected to an inverter. 

9. Under what voltage conditions is a p-transistor with a source con
nected to V DD = 5 \' ( V,p = - 0. 7V) a good current source'! 

10. Using switched current mirrors, show how you would construct a 
current sourced digital to analog (D/A) con\'crter with eight distinct 
current level outputs. 

11. Calculate the threshold implant necessary to increase the threshold 
voltage to 0.6 V for the example in Section 2.1.3.1 . 

12. For the values given in Section 2.2.2.7 (L,if = 0.6 µm V,.. = 0.6\1) cal , 
culate the worst case substrate current as a percentage of lc1_. for a 
2-input N AND gate operated at 5 V and 3.3 V. 

2.11 Appendix-SPICE Level 3 Model 

The following is a summary of the Level 3 MOS model parameters used in 
the HSPICE program from Meta~Softwarc, Inc. These parameters arc con
sistent with most SPICE implementations that arc widely available. The fol 
lowing is reproduced in large part from the HSPICE User's Manual with the 
kind permbsion or Meta-Software. This model uses empirical values deter
mined from processed test devices as a basi, for the model equations. The 
basic model parameters-LEVEL, COX. KAPPA. KP, TOX. and VMAX- arc 
re\ie,\ed in Table 2.5 in term~ of a 0.5 - Iµ n-well process. (Note: These 
, alues should be used only as a guide-check wi1h your CMOS manufoc
turer for accurate model parameters.) 

The Leve l 3 model parameters for modeling the effective width and 
length arc given in Table 2.6. 

The Level 3 model also uses some parameters thal vary the threshold 
voltage. These are as given in Table 2.7. 

The parau1e1ers reluted to mobility arc given in Table 2.8. 
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100 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

TABLE 2.5 Basic Model Parameters 

TYPICAL lµm 
NAME UNITS CMOS VALUE DESCRIPTION 

LEVEL 3.0 DC model selector. 
cox F/1111 35 - 17£-4 The oxide capacitance per unit 

ooo - 200A) gate area. If COX is not specified, 
then it will he calculated from 
TOX. 

KAPPA IJV 0.01 - .02 Saturation field factor. used in 
channel-length modulation equa· 
tion. 

KP ampl\11 2.0£- 5 The intrinsic lnmsconduclance 
pammcter. If not speci lied, then 
KP is calculated as KP= VO.COX, 

TOX Ill I - 2£- 8 Gate oxide thickness. 
\IMAX 111/s 1.5 - 2£5 Maximum drift velocity of carri-

crs; 0.0 indicates an infinite value. 

TABLE2.6 Effective Width and Length Parameters 

TYPICAL lµm 
NAME UNITS CMOS VALUE DESCRIPTION 

DEL Ill 0.0 Channel-length reduction on each 
side, 

w Ill .01 - .1£- 6 Lateral diffu~ion into chimnel 
from source and drain diffusion. 
If LD is unspecified. hut XJ is 
,pecilied, then LD = 0.75 XJ. 

LREF IN 0.0 Channel-length n:fcrence. 
U.ILT Ill 1.0 Lcn~lh ~hrinl,, factor. 
\VD m .05 - .1£:...6 Lateral diffusion inlll channel fmm 

hulk along width. 
\VMLT 0.0 Diffusion layer and" idth ~hrinl.. 

factor. 
WREF m 1.0 Channcl•\\idth reference. 
XJ m • 1- .7£- 6 Metallurgical junction dcplh . 
XL m 0.0 Accounts for masking and etch-

ing effects. 
XII' m 0.0 Accounls for masking and etch-

ing effects. 
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2, 11 APPENDIX-SPICE LEVEL 3 MODEL 101 

TABLE 2.7 Threshold Voltage Parameters 

NAME 

DELTA 

ET.-\ 

G~\MMA 

ND 
NO 
LND 
LNO 
NFS 
NSUB 

PHI 

vro 

\VIC 
WND 
WNO 

UNITS 

lfl5 

1/V 

µ111/\/ 
µm 
cm J.v-• 
C/11-l 

V 

V 

µ111/l' 
µ111 

TYPICAL lµm 
CMOS VALUE 

1.0 - 1.5 

.05 - .15 

.2-.6 

1.0 
LO 
0.0 
0.0 
7.5£11 
2£16 

.7-l 

0.5 0.1 (N) 
-0.5 -+ - 0.1 (Pl 

0,0 
0.0 
0,0 

TABLE 2.8 Mobility Parameters 

NAME 

T/-ll:.7i\ 
uo 

UNITS 

Ill' 
cm'!..t\~s 

TYPICAL 1µ111 
CMOS VALUE 

0.05 - 0. 15 
600 (N> 
250 (P} 

DESCRIPTION 

Narrow width fac1or for detcnnin
ing thrc~hold, 
Static feedbad. factor for adjust
ing threshold 
Body effect factor. If GAMMA i~ 
not specified it i~ calculated from 

J 2qEs;NSUB 
GAMMA = COX 

DrJin subthrcshuld factor. 
Gate subthreshold foctor. 
ND length sensitivity. 
NO length \ensith ity. 
Fast surface slate den\ity, 
Bulk surface doping. If not ~peci
lied. calculated from G,\MMA. 
Surface inversion potential. If not 
specified it is calculated from 
NSUB as 

~T NSU H 
/'111 => Z- 1,r 1-->, 

'I Ni 
Zero-hi as threshold, oltagc. If out 
specified it will be calculated 
from other pJrameters. 
Suhlhreshold model \elector. 
ND width sensitivity. 
NO \\idth ~cn~itivity. 

DESCRIPTION 

Mobility deg r.:idation factor. 
Lo11 Held bull.. mobility. 
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102 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

The drain current is calculated a, follows in the Level 3 model. 

Cutoff Region V11 .1 ::s V, 

On region. v !/S > vi 

. - V V ( I + //J) V V 
1t11 - ~ ( i: s - t - 1 tie) ,It• 

where 

and 

111eff 
=KP-

/(!!! 

fl} r GAMMA f\" = ,,, + . 
4 j PHI+ Vsh 

(The 4 in this equation should be 2 but 
HSPICE emulates the original SPICE 
program and uses 2.) 

The narrow width effect is included through theji, parameter. 

DELTA 
f11 = --

ll'eff 

The termf1· expresses the effect of the short channel and is determined as 

XJ.1calcd LDJrn/e,I + 11·c 
f\" = I - / { - X-1---

eff .rwled 

11·p = xcl j (PH/+ Vs1,) 

~ 
xd= ~ ~ 

l\'C = 

XJff,,ietl [ o.0831353 + 0.8013929 (x/'P )- 0.0111077 (xJ ii•p ):! J 
.tc11/ccl .1ca fr tl 
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XJ.m,/,,tf = XJ·SCALM 

LD_«a1<•11- LD-SCALM. 

2.11 APPENDIX- SPICE LEVEL 3 MODEL 103 

SCALM is a global scaling factor applied to all MOS models in a given 
HSPICE run. The effective ch.innel length and width in the Le,cl 3 model is 
determined as follows: 

where 

L" ulc,t = L·SCALM 

Xlsrnl,·,1 = XL ·SCALM 

DEL,w 1t•,I = DEL-SCALM 

LMLT is a scaling factor applied on a model by model basis. 

'''cf!= M(Wm ,1t·t1WMLT + XWm,lf't1 - 1WDm,led) 

where 

Wsmlttf = \V-SCALM 

XWm,ie,t = X\V-SCALM 

WDsrnlct! = \VD·SCALM 
M is a parameter that allows for multiple parallel devices. The default 
value is I. 

LREF.m,lcd = LREF.m,h:t1LM LT+ Xlsrnlt·,1 - 2(LD.,caled + DEL.,w!t·,tl 

\VREF.mi1et1= M(\VREFw,led MLT + XW,ca1ec1 - 2\VDm,Jed) 

Similar to LMLT, \VMLT is a model scaling factor. 
The threshold voltage is calculated us follows: 

!!. 14 X 1()- 22 
\ 111 = v1 . - 1'1 + G,\MM,\f< j PII/ + I' 1 + f11 (PHI+\• I) 

I >I 1 l J .f 1 J, co.n,.11 

\ ilh 

Vt,; = v1,, + PHI 

or 

VM = VTO - GAM1!,,1A J PH/ 
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104 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 

The saturation voltage Vt11 .,1 is calculated as 

V V V Jv 2 2 
d.rn, 0 1111 + t.· - s111 + Ve 

where 

VMAX/eff 
V , : ---''-'-
' ".1 

If the model parameter \ 'MAX is not specified. then 

The parameterµ ~ is the normal field mobility. It is calculated as 

uo 
v.~J > v11, 1 + THETA ( vgJ- v,,,) 

The degradation of mobility due to the lateral field and the carrier ,clocity 
saturation is determined if VMt\X is specified. 

The effects of channel length modulation arc calculated as follows: 

VMAX = 0 

M = ep .. n/1· /(ep .. n/! )2 
KAPPA · i1 ( \I - I' ) 

2 + ~- 2 + .\l ti.f " ·"'' 

where ep is the lateral electric field al the pinch off point. Its, aluc is approx 
imated by: 

<!p = 
\!, ( \f, + V,f,HII) 

I ,·rV 1 t'J1 c .ml 
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2.11 APPENDIX- SPICE LEVEL 3 MODEL 105 

The current in saturation is computed as 

ltf., 
--xr· 
1--

1eJJ 

In order to prevent the denominator from going to zero, HSPICE limits the 
fl/ as follows: 

I 
if fl/ >.!}! 

2 

I 2 
( elf) ., 

else ti.I = I ... - - --
eu M 

In the subthreshold region the current is characterized by the model paramc~ 
ter for fast surface states, NFS. The modified threshold voltage, v,,11 • is deter
mined as follo\\s: 

Von = v,h + fasr NFS>O 

where 

kt [ tJNFS GAMMAfv j (PHl+Vsb) +f11(PHl+V.,1,) ] 
few = - I+ -- + ----------------

q COX 2(PHl+V51,) 

The current l,i.1 is given by 

v ... 1 < v,,,, 

V >V 
~\ - OIi 

The modified thrclthold voltJgc is not used in strong invcr-;ion. 
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106 CHAPTER 2 MOS TRANSISTOR THEORY 
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CMOS 

I 

to introduce the CMOS 

of these arc now 
The next section introduces 

how to manufoclurc the 
and the solutions to 1hi!. nn""'',..., 

arc then covered. lo pmccs.~ 
ogy arc covered. An Section 3.9, outlines 1hc actual steps u~cd 
a CMOS process for thusc who want to get down 10 that level detail. 

1 

Silicon in its pure or i11tri11sic state i5 u ~cmiconductor. having a hulk clcctri·
cal rcsist:mcc somewhere between that of a <:onduc:tor and an insulator. The 
conductivity of ~ii icon can be varied over several orders of mai;nitudc by 
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110 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.1 Czochralski 
method for manufacturing sil
icon ingots 

atoms 
may either free electrons ur holes. 

referred to 

lion<, in certain rn,·vu,•:i, 

structure~, various semiconductor devices may be con~trm.:tcil Over Lhc 
years, ~cmiconductor has evolved tech• 

these prop· 
enies . 

. 1 
The basic raw material u~cd in modern semiconductor a 
disk or ~mcon, which from 75 mm 230 mm diameter and 
than mm thick. W:iJcrs arc cut from of 
have been from a crucible melt of pure mol1en 
This known as the ·czochralski, · method 3. 

amounts of 
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3, 1 SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW 11 

The oricnlution is determined u seed 
into 1he melt to initiate The melt 

radiator. 

silicon melts the of the seed, and as 
occurs. As the melt freeze~, it assumes the 

the seed. This process continued the melt consumed. The diameter 
of the is determined the seed withdrawal rate and the seed rotation 
ralc. Growth rates range from 30 to 180 mm/hour. 

into wafers is carried out internal 
diamond blades. Wafers arc between 0.25 mm and 

on their diameter. this at lca,1 one face is 
lo u Ila!. scratch-free mirror finish. 

used to make silicon 
of the oxide of silicon, 

Therefore !he reliable manufacture of 

Oxidation of silicon is achieved 
1m,c,cn,11,,,r1, such as oxygen or water vapor. The two common '"''"'"'""1""~ 

The temperature is 
process. 

• oxidation: when the 
aturcs ure in the of 

coniains water vapor. 
between 900'C aml IOOO'C.. This is a 

The oxidation process consumes silicon. Since 
twice the volume of silicon, the grows almost in both ver· 
1ical directions. This effect shown in 3.2 for an n-channcl MOS device 
in which the oxide) 
icon surface . 

. 3 

To build various semiconductor clcviccs, silicon containing varying propor
tions or donor or acceptor impurities is required. This may be achieved using 
epitaxy, deposition, or implantation. Epitaxy invoh1es growing a singlc·crys-
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112 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.2 An nMOS 
transistor the growth 
of field oxide below !he silicon 
surface 

film on the ~ilicon surface (which i.~ 

Lies from 

When these atom~ 
face of 1hc silicon, conccntr:uions. At 
any elevated tcmpcrn!urc (> 

that has densities of 

areas have been put in 
process steps :JI as low a 1cmpcraturc 

Construction or transistors and other structures 
the to control where and how many and 
introduced imo lhc surface. What type of 
controlled the 
tor silicon, while ,irsenic and 

covered the m.isk ion docs not occur or the 

on 

docs not contact the silicon surface. In areas where lhe mask is absent the 
occurs. or the material diffuse 

the silicon. The common materials uscll masks include 

• polysilicon (polycrys1ullinc silicon). 

• silicon dioxide (Si02). 

• silicon nitride (SiN). 
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3.1 SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW 113 

an oxide ma~k. process used for 
liurfocc of lhc oxide 

Patterns arc derived 

!IS or masks: 

Different patterns may be :iccommo<latcd different sections 

in com· 
amount 

So we have on !he !he 1mm 
ufacturc of wafers and the oxide used in the rmmufm:turc and opcrution of' 
circuits. Silicon mt1y also be forn1cd in a po/yc1:l'stalli11e form (not having ti 

singlc-crysrnllinc slructurc) ~·ailed polysilico11. Thh is usc<l as an intcrcon, 
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114 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.3 

on MOS lr.rnsistors. The most 
be 

high-v.iluc rc~istors in static memories. The resistivity of polysilicon may be 
reduced by combining it\\ ith a refractory metal (sec Section 3.2.4). 
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3.1 SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW 11 

3.4 Fabrication 
steps for a silicon gate nMOS 
transistor 
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116 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.5 A parasitic 
MOS transistor or lield 
device 

33. The wafer covered with 
A thin, con· 

where active mmsislors are desired. This 
or thino'l. A thick of is elsewhere to 

called the licld oxide. We 

gate docs not shadow 
the ~ubstrJlc. This is referred lo as a proces\ because 
the source and drnin do not extend under the gate. the 

covered with and comuc1 holes arc etched 10 make conuu:1 
interconnect 

the final connection of c!erncnts 

,1~ shown in 
source/drains and the gale is 

the sourcc/drnin 
thick field oxide. The threshold 

•' 
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3.2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 117 

concentration in !he substrate urea,; where transistors urc not 
the threshold (Section 2 . .3. ). 
purposes where the fac1 on 

may be used lo pru1cc1 

• n-wdl process. 

process. 

silicon on insulator. 

In addition, transistors rnngc of" BiCMOS processes 

and 
tions. 

A 

process cros~-scctions 
3.6 summarizes the eonven-

tu n-wcll CMOS fabrication has been Lo start with a 

steps are ~omcwhat 
the steps involved in a 

CMOS process. The mask that is used in each process swp is shown in addi-
tion lo a cross-section an n-dcvicc and a 
we have shown u polysilicon gate process, it is of historical significance to 
note that CMOS was originally implemented with metal (aluminum) gates. 
This tc.:hnology (in p-wcll furm) formed the busis for the majority of low 
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118 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.6 CMOS pro· 
cess and layout 
conventions 

power CMOS circuits in the 970s. The is robust 
und in use. cun be seen from 3. 7, the m:.isk levels arc nol orga-
nized componcnl function. Rather rdlecl the steps, 

The 
or 

used to The former tends to 
shallower with fine dimension processes. 
As the diffusion process occurs in all directions. the a diffusion 

the murc This lateral affects hO\V near to 

turcs a shallow well i<; 
struc·· 

the final 
diffu. well 

sion. 

• The ncxl ma5k i!> called the "active" mask, because defines where 
thin oxide arc needed to transistor gales and allow 

1a11,1ac1011 to f"orm p· or n-typc diffusions for transistor source/drain 
regions (Fig, 3.7b). Other 1erms for this mask include r/rinox, thi11· 
o,1':idi!, island, um.I 11wst1. A thin layer of Si02 is grown and covered 
with SiN. Thii:; is used usu musking layer for the following two steps .. 
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3.2 

of 

or 1hc 11-wcll mask). 
in areas there no rHransi~lor~ 

Loresist m11sf,. (Fig. 3.7c). This, in conjunction with the thick field 
O;{idc thut will rnvcr these un:us, uids in preventing conduction 
between unrelated trunsi~tor source/drain~, 

CMOS TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.7 A n-well 
CMOS process 
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120 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.7 

• ii • • 

the ma~k 
leaving the prcviou~ly maslm.1 Si02/SiN sandwich defining the active 
regions. The thick field o;,,;idc is then grown. This grows in urc1.1s 
where the SiN layer is ubsi:nt. The oxide grows in bolh directions vcr, 
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3,2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 121 

and also u11clcr lhe sandwich 
This lateral movement results in what is called a ''bird's beak" 
because of the of the oxide encroachment under the gate oxide 
mask. This 01tidc construction is called LOCOS for 
LOcal Oxidation Of Silicon. The oxide encroachmcm results in an 
active area that i;; smaller than In the width 
dimension of a 1ransistor will be reduced from what be 

Other such us SWAMI 

conductors may have 
conductor thins and can even break m, it crosses a thick to thin oxide 

have been 
is lo the silicon in areas 

where the field oxide is to be grown around half the final 
field rncidc thickness, The LOCOS 011:ide is then grown and the final 
field oxide interface 

An n-transistor threshold step 1hcn be 
mask. In current fabrication processes the 

is 11+ With normal concentrntions 
suitable for small dimension processes, this results in threshold volt
age for n-deviccs of around 0.5-0. 7 volls. However, the 
threshold around 1.5 to -2,0 volts. Thus the has lo have 
its threshold 

at the silicon/oxide 
inlcrfacc. This moves the channel from lhe silicon/oxide interface fur-
ther inlo the silicon, a "buried channel" device.3 

these two steps the gate oxide is grown. 

gate 

mask wi become an diffusion area 
area is in lhc then an n-channel 

trunsistor or n-typc wire may be con~lructed. If 1hc area 1s rn 
the n-well (not then :m ohmic contact to the n,wcll may bt: 
conslructcd. An ohmic con.tact is one whkh is resistive in nature 
and is not rectifying (as in the case of a diode). In other words, there is 
no junction (n•typc and p·typc silicon abutting). Current can now in 
hoth direction:; in an ohmic contact. This type of mask is sometimei, 
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122 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

!hat 

unc 
step and mask to !he sourcc/druin 
structures arc constructed. these structures is 1hc LDD or 

This 

rnask, 
1101 nccdcd. The ··absence'" of un 

be a 

tors aml wire~ allows :rn 
ohmic contac110 be made. this step, lhe surface of the 
is covered with a of The LDD step is not done 

because their hot-carrier 

etched 
to circuit interconnections. 

• As final slcp (not shown), the wafer and to the 
bond arc etched to allow for wire Pussiva1ion protects 
the 1hc of comaminams that can 
circuit behavior 

The cross-section of the finished 11-well process shown in The 
of lhc n-wcll CMOS trnnsistors to this cross-section is 

3.8(b). The schematic an inverter) is 
shown in cvidenl that the p-typc substrn!c 
accommodutc5 1H.:hanncl devices. wher;:as lhi: n-wcll accommodates 
p-ch,mncl dcvicc~. (Figure 3.8 also :1ppcurs in cok>r us Plmi.: I.) 

ln an n-wcll pmcc.ss. the p-typc substrate is normally conncctcLI to the 
nl.!ga1ivc supply ( \\-sl through what arc termed Vss subs1rmc conrncts, while 
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3,2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 123 

ha, to be connected IO the 
(or onub) ,•ne1r,i,,1~ 

con mets. ~ub· 
use the 1crm "substrate contact" for both and 

contacts. because !his can be used for most bulk 
II should be noted that thc~c contacts arc formed 

1hc form:Hinn, 

N-\\ ell pmcc~scs h:nc in recent year~. Prior 
p \\ procc.,~C'> were one ol the avaihiblc of CMOS 
Typical p'"wcll fobrii.:ation stc-ps .ire similar to im n•wcll prm:c~s. except I hut 
u p-wcll is implunted rather tlmn 1111 n-wcll. The first musking step delincs the 
p .. wdl regions, Thi~ ls followed by u low-dose phosplmrour,i implant dri\'cn 

FIGURE 3.B Cross section 
of a CMOS inverter in an 
n-well process 
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124 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.9 Substrate and 
well contacts an n-well 
process 

step for the formation of the The well 
rHubstratc to 11+ diffusion hrcakdown. with 

The next steps arc to define the 
devices and other diffusions; lO gro\\ field oxide; contact cuts; and metalli-
zation. A mask is used to define 

the n-channel transistors, bccmise the ma,;;k~ 

in circumstam.::c:s where the characteris-
arc to be more balanced than that 

m.:hicvable in an n-wcll process. Bcc:msc the transistor that resides in lhc 
native tends have beucr characteristics. the process ha~ 
belier p devices than an n-wcll process. Because are 
lower than n devices, !he n-wcll process exacerbates !his diflcrcncc 
while a process moderates 1hc difference. 

Twi11-1ub CMOS the hash, for ~cparalc of 
the p-lypc and 1Hype tran,islors, lhus for threshold \Oh· 

and the associated with n· and to be indc-
5.c, the material either an or 

substrate with a lightly doped ('{liftnial or epi layer. which is uscd for protc.:• 
tion against latchup (sec Section 3.5). The aim of epitiuy (which mc:ms 
"arranged upon") is 10 grow high-purity silicon laycri. of controlled thick-
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3.2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 125 

of this urc 
and concenlrJtion in lhc silicon. The process 

similar to the n·wcll process apart from the tub formation 
and n,well arc utilin:d, the steps: 

• Tub formutiun. 

• Thin,ox.idc construc1ion. 

• Source and drain 

• Cont,1ct cut definition. 

• Me1alliza1ion. 

Since this process prm balum;cd 
mancc n·transismr-. and may be cons1ructetl. Nole the use 
or threshold steps is indm.led in process. masks arc derived 
from the uctivc and masks. The i;ross,;.cction of a twin·tub 
structure shown in 3. 10. The subslrulc contacts [both of which are 

arc also included. 

process charm:teristic., :such m; 
Hence lht: emergence Silicon On ln~ulator 

SOI CMOS processes have ~cveral potcntiul a<.lvanrngcs over the traditionul 
CMOS tcchnologici;,1' These include closer pucking of p·· an<.I n·trunsi~tors, 
ubscncc of lutchup problems, and lt~\~cr purasitic substrntc capucitanccs. In 

FIGURE 3.10 Twin-well 
CMOS process cross section 
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126 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

alurninalc 
that has been in turn grown on 

more in recent years due ID the 
material wi1h conventional silicon CMOS fabri-

cation. Various and 3.11) are lhen used to 
and n,channel devices. Unlike lhe more conventional CMOS 

'""'rn,,,..1,,.~ the extra steps in well formation do not exist in this 
The steps used in SOI CMOS processes are us follows: 

of very n-lypc Si is grown over un 
insufa1or. is used insulator 3.1 a). 

• An etch is used lo etch away the Si except where diffu-
sion area (n or p) will be needed. The etch musl be 
the thickness of the Si is much greater than the 
between the Si "islands" 3.1 lb, 3.11 c). 

• The 
II 

at the unmasked 
3.11 d). 

and an n-type 
im,,1,..,,,,.,1 to ronn then-islands. 

The n-islands will become the 3. 

• A thin gale oxide (around I00-250 is grown over all of the Si 
structures. This is done thermal oxidation. 

is 

• The next step is IO form 1hc source and drain of then-channel 
devices in the The n-islands arc covered with a -"'~'"·M···~• 
and an n-typc The 
will be blocked at the n-islands 
blocked from the gate of the 
this step the n-channcl devices arc ,•m-nnll"'" 

n.r•h,u,n"I deViCCS UCC formed next 
a p-typE such as boron. The over 1hc 

gale of the n-islands will block the from tht.: gate, thus 
the devices 3.1 i). 

• A layer of phosphorus glass or some other in8ulator such a:; silicon 
dimddc is then deposited over the entire ~tructurc. 
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3.2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 127 

The etched al contact-CUL location,;. The metallization 
formed next aluminum over the entire surface and 

1he desired mernl wires. The aluminum 

• A final passivation layer of phosphorus glass is deposited and etched 
over bonding pad locations (not shown). 

FIGURE 3.11 SOI process 
flow 
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126 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.11 -n~v1c.e 

Because the diffusion extend down 10 the 
"sidewall" area-. a:.~ociated with source and drain diffusions contribute 

the Since 

some processes use c!ch. 
which the arc Tims aluminum or runners can enter and 
leave the i~lunds with u minimum ~tcp height. This is contrasted lo "fully uniso"" 
tropic etch," in which the undercut is brought to zero, us shown in Fig. J, 12. 
An ''isotropic etch" is ulso shown in the same diagram for comparison. 
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3,2 BASIC CMOS TECHNOLOGY 129 

The of SOI arc a'\ follows: 

Due to the absence of transistor structures denser th,m bulk 
lcon arc lcasiblc. Also direct n-10,p connection, may be made. 

• Lower substrate the for faster circuits. 

• There becam,c of the isolation of the n· and 
the 

• Bccau!>c there no substrate, there arc no 
However, the absence ol a bad.side substrate contact could 

lead to odd device ch:1rnctcris1ic,,, ~uch "kink" effect in which 
the drain current increase, at around 2 lo 3 volts. 

• There enhanced radiation tolerance foct, almost the sole 
rca,on the hus been 

However, on the negative side, due to absence of sub!.trate diodes, the 
inputs arc somcwhut more difficult to prolccL Bcc·aui;c 1.h.1\•icc gains arc 
lower. 1/0 ~truclun.'~ huvc to he larger. Although parasitic capacit:mcc!l to the 

FIGURE 3.12 Classification 
of processes 
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130 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

substrntc arc n:ducccl the so 

circuit,, where the the increase in 

A number of cnhancemcnt5 may be uddcd to the CMOS proccssc~, 
to increase of circuits, ror 
circuits and mcmorics, or 

These cnh:mccrncnts include 

double- or metal (or more). 

• double- or 

• combinations of the above. 

examine these mJditions in terms of the additional 
10 a basic CMOS process. 

3.3.1. 

A second level or metal is almost for modern CMOS 

that 

design. A third layer is b1.'Coming .:ommon and is eerrninly required for lead, 
ing-edgc high-density, high•spccd ,hips. Nornrnlly, alumlnum is used for the 
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3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 131 

metal If some form of 1s 

mcrnl can be the sarne u~ lhc first. A!> the vertical becomes 
more varied. width and of mci.11 conduclors ha~ to incrca~e so 

conduciors do not thin and hence break at vertical 

between mcltll2 and the lower· 
to realize that in contemporary pmce~ses 

first-level metal mus1 be involved in any cmllact to area~. A num-
ber of contact urc ~hown in 3. Procc!.SC!. 
metal borders around the via on both levels of metal 

1111 

FIGURE 3.13 Two-level 
metal process cross section 

FIGURE 3.14 Two•level 
metal via/contact geometries 
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132 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.15 Refractory 
melal interconnect 

ccsscs none. Proccssc~ may have 110 restrictions 011 the of 
the via with respect to 3. may have to be 

inside 
or diffusion areas. 
coniacts, 
ncss of the in1crmcdiate isolation the vias 

mcrnl may need 10 be thicker and 
modem processes strive for uniform 

via 
nnd 

mctal2. 

3.3. 

The 

The process seeps for a two.metal process arc 

The oxide below the first-mclal is 
chemical vapor uc1.,u""'~"' 

• The second oxide 
similar m:mner. 

a~ follows: 

on the process, removal of the oxide is ""''""""1 
a etcher have rate of vertical ion bombard
mcnL This allows fast and uniform etch mies. The s1rnc1ure of a via 
clchcd such method 3. 3. 

chit! silicon and tantalum) 
a 

u~cd as the gale mah:riaL Sheet rcsis· 
tam:cs of the order of lo 5 

S1licideGa1Q 

(o) (b) 

may be obtained. This called the 
strong and may be 

is stable standard 
may be rctmliucd into pm· 

sandwich of silicide upon 

~o!y•illcon/Sllldde 
(PolyoidO) 

(Ci 

Soll·Allgned Poly!llcan1Slilc1dii! 
(SiillcidOI 
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3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 133 

culbl the the 
"""""'"'" may be extended to include the formation of source and 

the .silicide. This called the .salicide process; 
SILICIDE) 3. The effect of of these processes 10 

in1crconncc1 resistance, the g:nc material 
to be used as a moderate i111crco1111ec1. This is achieved by 
mm1mum of an 
ccsscs 10 u5c the s.ilicidc 
and source/drain conductors. 

3.3. 1.3 

proce,;s, An trend in pro· 
to reduce the resistance of both gate 

The silicide itself may be used us a ''local interconnect" for connection 
within cells. 1 As an U!>ecl Local interconnect allows a 
direct connection hctwecn and diffu~ion. thus 
need for contacts and metal. 
devices of u six transis;tor SRAM cell that uses local inlcrconnect. The 

interconnect has bcen u~ed make the 
nec:tions che cell. the need co use 
tact~). Metal2 (not shown) bit line~ run O\Cr the cell 
inlcrconncc1 in this RAM reduced the area 

bit ,,,bit 
b~ hnos run In mot~l2 

FIGURE 3.16 Local Intercon
nect as used in a RAM cell 
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134 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.17 Polysillcon 
capacitor 

interconnect if available can be used lo in trace II 
the mewl for 

3.3.2.1 

resistor~. The 
the 

test In lhis pm· 
cess a :ircus of the metal resistor until mceL~ 
a measurement constraint. Sheet resistance values in the 
mal. The resistors huve excellent temperature and 1nr1<>-tr>rm 

area. The presence or this 
second oxide can also be used to fabricate transistors. These muy in 
characteristics from the gate oxide dcvh:cs. 

''"""""""'""'"""""""'""""''""''""'"'''""'""'"""""'"""""""""""J,ll'll,111 
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3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 135 

rcccnl processes have three dimensions to 
One structure is lhe trench 

over the years memory densities to 
trench structun: shown in I 15 

anti coated with a thin 
diclcctric co11s1ant incre:i!-cs 

which fonm lhc 
of !he cell storage a mcial 
the of the array. The n+ forms the olhcr side of 
and one sitlc of the puss lrunsistor thut is used lo cnublc duta 

onto the bit lines. The bo11om of the trench has that forms a channel-
and has a 

type 
301F. The fins huvc the additional 
by 
these is a constalll reminder of the p1.''rSCVl!r'JllCC, and 
process 

Substrate f C•paotor <l1•T•o111c 

·!ill.I sroraGe aiectrode 

FIGURE 3.1 S Dynamic 
memory capacitors; (l::1 IEEE 
1988, :f:IIEEE 1991. 
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136 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.19 EEPROM 
technology 

IO a process. 
shows 
Hire. ~, The normal gale 
above the 
the 

gate. 

3.3.2A 

The addition of the 

tors may be used 
alone. 

the pro, 
In these ca~cs 

(Sec also Section 

To gel MOS transi!-.lors can be 
added to a MOS 11rocc~scs 
hmJ have excellent g,llc oxides processes hud to ha\:C pre· 

conlrnllcd diffusions. A BiCMOS proccs~ hus 10 have both. 
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A mixed 
This process features both npn- aml 
nMOS transbtor~. The 

1hc 

horrton,01 ;..,1n11on 

3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 137 

and the cxtrin~ic ba,cs of 
the part or the base that 

or 

FIGURE 3.20 Typi.cal 
mixed slgnall BiCMOS 
process cross section; 

IEEE 1990. 
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138 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.21 BiCMOS 
process sleps for the cross 
seclion shown in 3.20 

FIGURE 3.22 Digital 
BiCMOS process cross 
section; 11.1;'IEEE 1991. 

and 

because this a process, LDD must be construcleLI for 
p tn:msistors and the n·tran,~istor~. The npn is formed u double-diffused 
~cqucncc in which bOlh hu'lc and emitter arc formed that dif, 
fuse of of This prm:cs~. intended for 

The collector of the npn con, 
Lorn connected to the Thus 

emitter has u current 
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Thin-film 

3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 13g 

FIGURE 3.23 Examples of 
thin-lilm pMOS transistors as 
used in memories; IEEE 
1990. 
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140 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

oxide. In addition the drnin is offset from the gate 
shown the transistor is called an "inverted 
The 

to about 
4Mb SRAM this results in a 
current is around whi,·h 
that would corrupt the data. 

Another thin· film load transistor is ·· h,""'~-u 

constructed from u thin mm of 
con), 100nm thick. This lilm regrows 
600"C. The the ( 1-2 
istics of the transistor. The gate of the transislOr in 
source diffusion of the nMOS memory transistor. A thin 

As 

current 

40nm thick separates the ":..ubstratc" of the thin-film transistor from the gate. 
The transistor wide :.md This 3D structure reduces 
the size of the memory cell As processes mature, ii 

lhal more use be mode ofthrce-dimensiom1I structures sim-
ilar to these loads. 

Thin-film CMOS tmn~i~tors arc also used in active-matrix LCD 27 

These devices hove thresholds in the 4-volt r.ingc und mobilities of around 120 
for the and 140 forthc n-channel lr.insistors. 

The addition of thin-film transistors 
structures 

shown in !he process crossection 2!l 

The substrate is an 11+ substrate upon which a p 
Standard n-lnmsislors arc buih on this 
"sinker" which allows lhc sources of n-lransistors lo be down-con-

substrate, which forms u and the connec-
tion. This half of tht: power fed 
lhc backside conncclion. A second gate oxide grown over the n-trnnsistor. 
A "seed" at the n-mrnsistor drain, which allows 

be gruwn and 
oxide is grown on top of 
used to 
the 

The final structure has a p- and an n-transistor with a common gate, 
while the p•transistor has an extra parallel gate which controls it. This basic 
structure allows an inverter and 11 2-input multiplexer to be constructctl 
(Fig. 3.24b). Nole thut there arc .ictually two p-transistors in purullcl, crcatctl 
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3.3 CMOS PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS 141 

and connect 
p 1ran!>istor has almost the same~ m, 

another !>erie!> 
rHransiG!Or, a NANO gate may be 3.24c). In the ca~c 

inverter the p-sourcc connected to gates arc communci.l, 
and the n-soun:c "~inkcrcd" lo the substr.ilc. For the 
(or the 11- and p-sourccs arc connected to mux 
gates arc commoned to form the select line. For a NANO gate the gates 

driven, as 3.24(c). The dim.Jes shown in the dr-
um! arc due IO SOI the 

am! the 11+ drain of thi.: n-tran~hlor. 
the inventors were able lo 
,•rnmn:ire1h1,, 2-D structures. 

circuits that wi:rc up to 33% 

This concludes the discussion of some relevant CMOS technology,,. Pm, 
ccsscs arc constuntly under development with new structures :m<l new tech" 
niques being introduced to yieh.l smaller. higher speed. less costly. unr.l more 

FIGURE 3.211 3·D CMOS 
IEEE 

1992. 
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142 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

reliable [Cs. A, a 
systems or ideas 

the annual IEEE International Electron Devices 

(functional circuit, versus nonfunctional circuits) in us small an area as 
of the circuit. 

rule~ represent the best between 
The more conservative the rules arc. the more 

it is thul the circuit will function. However, the more the rules arc, 
the greater the of This 

may be 

prnccss ,md (2) lhc interactions between different 
There arc several appro.1chcs thal can be 1:Lken in describing 1hc design 

rules. These include 'micron· rules stated ut some micron resolution, und 
lambda(A)·bnscd rules. Micron design rules arc UHUally given as a list or min
imum fcuturc siz.cs and spadngs for all the musks required in a given process. 
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3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 143 

For e>rnmplc, the minimum uclivc width be specified as l µm. This is 
the nonnal for industry. The lambda-based rules popularized 
Mead amt are based on a single parameter, ),, which churacterizcs 
the linear feature-the resolution of the wafer implementation pro
cess,-,and permits first-order scaling. As ii rule. they can be ex.pressed on a 
single page. While these rules have been successfully used for 4-1.2 µm pro
cesses, they will probably not suflk-c for submicron processes. 

Normally, there is some minimum grid dimension in tenns of which the 
design rules arc expresS&:d. This is ii result of the economic reality that even
tually the mask has to be built and the higher the lithographic tolerance, the 
higher the cost of the mask. Also, historically, some mad: making systems 
had digital accuracy limitations (i.e .. 16 bits of At the 1.25µ-2µ 
level, n minimum unit of .2·,.25µ was In suhmicron processes 
a value of .05-. is more common. In lhis lt:Xt, we will use the i.. rules 10 

illustrate Normul industry is lo deal with the micron 
dimensions to ensure that the circuits<built are as small as possible. Contem
porary CAD tools now allow designs lo migrate between L"Ompaliblc CMOS 
processes without having to resort to the linear scaling that~ rules impose. 

3.4.1 Layer Representations 
The advances in the CMOS processes arc complex and somewhat 
inhibit the visualization of all the mask levels that arc used in the t1ctual fab
rication process. Nevertheless the design prnccss can be abstracted to a man· 
ageablc number of conceptual layout levels that represent the physical 
features observed in lhc final silicon wafer. Al a high conceptual 
level all CMOS processes use the following features: 

• Two different substrates. 

• Doped regions of both p- and n-transistor-forming material. 

• Transistor gate electrodes. 

• Interconnection paths. 

The layers for 
terms of: 

contacts. 

in vurious figures in 

• a color scheme proposed by JPL based on the Mead-Conway colors. 

• other color schemes designed to difforcntiatc CMOS structures (e.g .. 
the colors as used on the front cover of this book) 

• varying stipple patterns. 

• varying line styles. 
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144 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

LAYER COLOR 

N-\H:11 Bnmn 

Thin-oxide Green 

Poly Red 
Yellow 

Mcial blue 
l\lctal::? Tan 
Conwc1-cut, Black 
Mernl3 Grc} 
o~crgla~s 

SYMBOLIC 

11-trans is tor 

Mcial2 
Comm:t 

Mctal3 

then-well 

COMMENTS 

Inside brown is n-well, out
side p-typc substralc. 
Thinox not cross a well 
boumfory. 

11+. 

\Cntcd. a will be used to imfa:ate any different 
these defaults. At the mask may be omitted for 

the role of the well and the 
use diffcrcnl combim11ions 
1hc proci:s~. It is ,cry 

process !inc 
formms. For instance. an 
used. Thus 

ccsscs, from the 

be shown no wells or select 
to the 

wari:r struc1urc of 
substrate. Different procc:.s line~ may 

11+. , n-wcll, or masks to define 

difference between SOI and bulk CMOS pro
the ahsem.:c of 

!hi~ ,;cction we de.~crihc a vcr~ion or n-\\cll rules based 011 MOSIS 
CMOS Scalable Rules and compare those with the rule~ for u hypothetical 
(but realistic) c:mmncrdal Iµ CMOS proi:c~:- (Table 3.2). The MOS IS rules 
arl.! cxpr!.!~sc<l in terms of A.. Thc~c rules allow some degree of scoling 
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3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES HS 

Rules 

'A.RULE 

IOA 

6A :!µ 

8A Jµ 

!J.ActinAre11 
B. Minimum ~izc 3A Iµ 
B.2 Minimum 311. Iµ 
U.3 N,wcll 5). 1µ 

3A Iµ 
5A. 5µ 
3A 3µ 

size 2A 1µ 1µ 
C2 Minimum 2A Iµ Iµ 
Cl tu Active IA nsµ 
CA Gale Extension 2A 1µ 1µ 

D. , 11"' for shorO 
0.1 Minimum merl:ip of Actilc 2A Iµ Iµ 
D 21\·linfmunHizc 7A 3.5µ 
D 3 Minimum O\Crh.1p of Acihc 

Fig. 12. 7) IA 
to 

JA 5µ l.5µ 

C11nt11ct 
ii. µ 

E.2 l\-linimum (Poly) 2A. Iµ Iµ 
E.1 ~p:n:ing (Acli\ ~) l~I 0.75µ 
E.J m·crlap uf Acthc 1µ 
E 5 Minimum m ~rlap of Poly Iµ 
E.61\linimum 0.5~1 

11. 1µ Iµ 

l\lct,111 
E :l/\ Iµ 

3A 1µ 

( <'0111i11m:•i·h 
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146 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

TABLE3.2 

RULE 

G. Vi11 
G. 11.linimum ,i£c 2A 1µ 
G.2 l'vlinimum spncmg 3A 
0.3 Minimum Mclill O\erlap Ii, 0.5µ 
G 4 Minimum Mclal2 overlap I A 

H. l\folal2 
H Minimum ~izc 3A LSµ 
H.2 Minimum ~pucin:; 4A. 

[. 

2A 
3A LSµ 

.f.MctulJ 
1. Minimum size 8A 4µ 
l2Minimum 5A 
J3 Minhm1m Mc!al2 :!A 
JA l\'lir1imum Mcta13 2A 

K. rassh111ion 

between processes as. in \\C need reduce 
the be valid in the next process down in size. 
tory has shown that processes shrink Thus 
uses Ul'lmll 

dimensions, or 
At this time. the umounl of 

µ RULE 

Iµ 
1µ 

Iµ 
uµ 

4µ 

1µ 
!µ 

used standard cells or mcmorie~. where the effort 
the arc 

to deal 

rule~ arc defined in lcrms of: 

• fcmurc ~izcs. 

In auuilion to the rule!> ~t.'llcd above. thl!rc an: various spacing rules for\hc 
[}criphcry of the chip which frequently depend on the \'Cndor (e.g., spacing 
of all layers lo I.lie boundary is 20 ... soµJ. 
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3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 141 

in a proces~ one needs to know whether 
whether will pas, the mask to 

cxpo~c a pattern or whether be blocked the 
mask. In addition, biasc~ arc added or subtruclccl from the drawn dimen
sions for types of For instance, 

be bloated to take into account the encroachment of 
LOCOS. Contacts be shrunk as tends to 

The rules in Table 3.2 arc illustrated 
in between the rules and 
micron rules reveal differcm;cs that arc accentuated process line-widths 

tion. The mernl2 rules 

the metal widths and spac
For instance, the metal 

for}. but for the 
a 50''/c si1.c reduc

factor of 2. As 
many circuits arc dominated thb can translah; almost 

final uf the circuit. On the other hund, the transistor 

Oxilh.: 

Poly3 

Wulth 

Spa1:c 
Wkllh 
Space 

Cnrt1Jct Si,c 
Mc1.1I I Width 

Mcial,2 

~lctul3 

Spa~c 
Size 
\Vtllth 
Spm:I! 
Wkllh 
Space 

the which 
micron rules, which cun also leud lo 

.55µ 

.55µ 

.6µ 

.6µ 

.6µ 

.6µ 

,.7~l 
Jiµ 

.5µ 

.6it 

.8µ 

.7µ 

IAµ 
1.2µ 

.3~1 
Aµ 

.45µ 

.65µ 

.55µ 

.75µ 
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FIGURE 3.25 n-woll CMOS design rules 
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FIGURE 3.25 

3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 149 

processes in ihc range, 1hc table 
summarizes 1hc basic dimension~ from 

4Mb static CMOS SRAMs and 

processc~ !cml to 
more mclul 

These can be used as a to cstim.ite sub rulc~. In par-
lil:ular the p,1pcr describing lhc IBM 0.25µ process in Tuhk 3.3 pnn ides u 
good overview of the coni;idcrntion~ that go into a .2Sµm process. 
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150 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

In this section we will examine sume of the reasons for the 
above. 

Well Rules: a 

rules listed 

with lhe 
transistor source/drain therefore ii necessary for the outside 
dimension to sufficient clearance between the n-well and the 

diffusions. The inside clearance determined the transition 
of the field oxide across the W!!II Some processes may zero 

such as the 'birds-hcaks' effect pre· 
to be nolcd is chat lo avoid a shorted condition, 

active is not Since the n-well sheet resis
tance can be several KQs per square, it is necessary to the 
well. This will prevent excessive due to substrate currents. 
Thus the rule to follow in the n-wcll would be 10 put a substrate 
contact wherever space is available consistent with rhe rules outlined in Sec
tion 3.5. 

Transistor rules: crosses the source and drain diffusion 
is masked the The source, dmin. and channel are self· 

essential for lhe 

between source and drain. To ensure this condition is 
Lo extend the of the diffusion This is often termed the 

where the diffusion has 
increased in size and the in a short. The 

cany 
that do not meet 
Both 

otherwise it i~ a 
,.,_,•trnnn,,.1 device. From 1he above dbcussion it c:m be noted Iha! there are two 
types used to form the p- and n-trunsistors. Whal 
tant to note is that 11+ diffusion is obtained of active and 11+ 

diffusion is derived of active 
in order to 

masks arc :md inserted 
can occur if the orthogonul distance of 11+ (n-plu.s) top+ (p-plus) is used (Ruic 
8.3 + B.5 for instuni:c or B.4 + 8.6). While the select layers muy he added 
without problems for orthogonnlly spaced structures, diagonally positioned 
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terns 
constraints. 

Contact Rules: There arc several 

• V1m and V5s substrntc contacts. 

• Split (sub\itrutc contacls). 

In 

LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 151 

ancl somolimas 
a;mplo!ely oiimiaalos ii 

dram 

contact,: 

FIGURE 3.26 Eflecls of 
insufiicient gate extension 
and source-drain extension 
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152 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.27 Structure of a 
or substrate 

contact 

on the process, other contacts such as "buried'' 
contacts may be This direct connection between 

each isolated 
the n-wcll must be 

must be tied to 
1hc use of well or substrate contacts. One needs 10 note 

tha1 every must be surrounded an n-wcll and lhal the n-wdl 
must be connected lo via a conlact. Furthermore, every n,Jcvicc 
must have acccs\ 10 a contact. The or 
10 two separate metal-diffusion contacls thal 
metal 3.27). This structure used tic 1ransi,tor sources to either the 
substrate or the n-well. A vcrnion is also shown al the ~ourcc of 1hc 
rHrnnsislor in the invcncr in 3.25. :Se1r1::ir'a!e 

consislcnt with modern proccssi:s. which 
lo achieve well-defined characteristics. 

turcs in older processes may have used an 
3.27). The or ctmtncls muy be inset inlo the source of 

1Hr:m~is10r where wide lrunsistors arc An 
~hown for the contuct for the 

in 3.25. Mere the con1ac1 is the 
source/drnin diffu~ion. 

Guard Guard that arc anti,,+ 
diffusion~ the n-wcll :ire used to colh:cl carriers, 
arc implcmcntccl in u structure, then,,+ gu:ml ring~ must be lice! to V1w, 
while p+ guard rings must be Lied to V,ss, Ap+ diffusion with 11+ guard ring is 
shown in Fig,, 3 .. 28(a). while un 11+ diffusion with p+ gu.ird ring i~ ,~huwn in 
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3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 153 

3.28(b). Different well-enclosure rules may for Mruc 
turcs. The reason for will hccomc more clear in Section 3.5. lnci• 

1hc struc:lmc shown in 3.28(11) is that for a pnp transistor 
one was required. The trum:i~tor tenninuls have been marked. The area of the 
center,,+ region is the area of the emitter. The ba~c is the n-wcll und is con
nected via the 11+ ring. The collector i~ the substrate. 

FIGURE 3.28 Guard 
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154 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

area to be covered 
have 10 be added to 

relate IO constraints 

Rules: Pmccssc:s may v.iry in whc:thcr 
.ind Some processes 

these areas but do not the vias 10 

di Thb results from the sudden 
boundaries. 

l\Mnl2 Rules: The width and 

shorts between 

Vin:? 
vary 

conscrvati,·c rules 

Mchll3 Rules: These rules 

and distribution. 

of sccoml-

Some some processes arc fol 

wires exit con 

the de, ice the 

become 
most of the mu~k geometrics for designs urc algorithmically produced, Al~o. 
syst..:m ~·ompunics hn, c cn:utcd "g,mcric" rules that span u number of dilTc~· 
cnt C1\<IOS ftrnn<lrics tltat they might use. Some processes ha\e design guide, 
lines that katurc structures to he a,oidcd to ensure good yield!>. In general 
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3.4 LAYOUT DESIGN RULES 155 

at this time. process 
small, .incl lime 10 market so short that the traditional 

done for the 

thal covers the 

structure th.ti surrounds the com
is cut with a diamond saw. The 

construction of the scribe line varies from manufacturer 10 munufaciurcr. 

the Caltech lnlcrmcdiate Form (CIF) 

LAYER CIFLAYER NAME CALMA NUMBER 

Well CWG 
CWN 

P-wcll CWP 2 
Active CAA 3 
Sekel C.SG 15 
P-selcct CSP !I 

CSN 7 
CPG 4 

Poly Co11l,1cl CCP .is 
Poly 2 (Elci:trrnk) CEL 5 
Elcclrrnk Cunmcl CCE 55 
Ac1iv1:: Cmnuct CCA 35 
Me1all CMF IO 
Vii.! CVA 

CMS 2. 
CV!3 (15 

Mctal3' CMT 14 
Ov~rglass COG 13 

~'Aulh~ir', 1t~i,ill,nll\~,m 
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156 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

and 

used lo ensure 
be caused by thin 

over the isfands. 

sufficient to describe 
of these rules can be worst-cased, very 

inefficient resu!1. A better syslcms lhal 
lhc corrccl geometry from an intermediate form. Therefore, sym-
of a solution for CMOS circuits 

with a wide range of fabrication processes. 

has a cloud. then the cloud that has 
effect called "The result of short-

in 
to power down. This effect was a 

CMOS processes, but in cur
process innovations and well-understood 

indicates that above some 
!he circuit and draws a 

a low across the terminals (known as 
in effect, u short circuit. As mentioned, the 

bipolar devices um.I resistors shown in Fig. 3.29(h) arc parasitic, that is, an 
unwanted byproLiuct of r,roducin!J pMOS an<l nMOS trunsistors. Further 
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cxamimllion of 3.29(a) reveals how these devices arc eon~tructed. The 
shows a cro:.s-scclional view of a CMOS process. The 

has its emitter formed by the source/drain 
lransislors. Note that either drain or source 

may 11ct as the crniucr the source !he terminal thill can main· 
lain the condition. The buse formed lhc n-well, while the 
lcclor is the The emitter of the is the 
!.ourcc/tlmin while the base h, Lhc 
n~wcll. Jn addition, \ubslrnlc resistance 
arc due to of the semiconductors involved. 

a current is drawn from !hl: 
with respect lo base 

until the ba~c emiucr 0. 7 Al this the 
npn•tran~i~tor turns on and a current flows in the well resistor due to com
mon emitter current amplification of the npn,trunsl.sior. This raise~ the base 

3.5 LATCHUP 157 

FIGURE 3.29 The 
model. and VI characteristics 
of CMOS 
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158 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

emitter of the which turns on when the pnp -0.7 
volts. This in turn raises the npn base 
condition, which has the characteristic shown in 

called the 

as the across the two trnnsistors is greater than 
shown in the As the emitter of the npn is the 

source/drains of then-transistor, these terminals are now at 4 volts. 
Thus there is about 1 volt across the CMOS which will most 
cause it Lo cease 
to metal lines 

destructive 

where 

blc 
muintaincd. 

and the 

arc 

occurs when a current flows in the emitter of the lat• 
The static 

- 0. 7 volls--thc turn-on of the vertical 

common base of the lateral 

well resistance. 

occurs when a sufficient current into the emit-
transistor. Similar lo the lateral case, thi~ current is 

the common-base-current which causes u 
of the npn transisior due to the resistance. 

is entered, it represents a sta• 
to stay in the state can be 

Current has to be injected into either the npn- or pnp-cmiucr lo initiate 
latchup. During normul circuit operation in internal circuitry this may occur 
due to supply voltage lransients, bul this is unlikely. However. the~e condi·· 
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tions may occur al the 1/0 circuits on a CMOS where the 
intcm:iJ circuit meet the external world and currents can flow. 
Therefore extra need to be laken with CMOS circuits. 

illustr'Jtes an where the source of an nMOS output 
tmnsi~tor undershoot with respect to due lo some external 

When the output below more th:in 0.7V, the drnin of the 
nMOS output driver is forward The 
mentary case is shown in output transistor 

""''"n""" an overshoot more than 0.7V Whether or not in 
occurs on the widths and of the par-

Chip ooundar; 

3.5 LATCHUP 159 

FIGURE 3.30 Externally 
induced latchup 
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160 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

of the circuit in finds the follow-

where 

current. 

This ID where should 
never occur under normal circuit conditions. Thw,, the resistor val-

the of the transistors arc the basis for climi· 

in two basic ways: 

This preserves 
Lransistors but reduces the well resistance 

linked to lhcsc two to increase the 
This guarantees th,11 nol 

occur. 
IL is harJ 10 reduce lhc becus of the: bipolar transistors to mccl the condi

tion set above. Nominally. for a Iµ n-wcll process. the vcriicul pnp has a 
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beta of 100, The l.i.tcrul 
n-well between 2 and 5 ,4 

ve---1:11ey should be checked for the pro-

are resistant. 

From may be seen that the cmilter of the hus lo 

an nMOS transistor source returned IO The substrate resistor occurs 
between this emitter and the a substrate contact. 

substrate contact, much 
lhe well resistor occurs 
well contact Thus a 

In most current processes lhc of internal 
has been reduced to the where a need not worry 

as liberal substrate conlm::ls are used, The definition 
from who have c111m1111,.,,,, 

the is 
mmsicnt~ existent in the circuit a great effect 

condiiion. A few rules may he followed that reduce 
or internal 10 a very small likelihood: 

well must have a sub~lrale contact of the 

no diffusion or 

• Place subs1ra1c contacts as dose as 
of transistors connected lo the n-dcviccs. 

This reduces the value A very con· 
scrvativc ruk would one substrate contact for every 
or cmmcc1ion. 

• Otherwise a a substrate comae! 

toward V1JD (sec in 
Avoid "convoluted" struc1urc!> that intertwine n- und p-dcvices in 
d1eckcrbo:mJ styles (unless you are designing in SOI which is Jatchup 
free). 
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162 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

FIGURE 3.31 The use of 
dummy collectors to reduce 

source/drain. A~ shown in the 
collectors" and the of the 

bases. Carriers can 
times to double 

llow underneath these slmctures which leads some-
which illustrated in 3.3 (c). While 

the~c USU@ 

such as smu;ei-ti1Jrn1c clcclronics where 
must be avoided all costs. 

as ha!. been observed. the most 
to occur in 1/0 structures where current;; flow, 

and abnormal circuit may be encountered. Herc 
not at In these structures two 

to u:.c proven 1/0 structures experts 
who unders1and process at detailed Secom.I. rules may be 

of these structures minimize the of 
include: 

sep,1rate the n- and mmsislors bond-

........... r .. 

latch up 1~1, 
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36 TECHNOLOGY-RELATED CAD ISSUES 163 

connected to around n-mmsbtors, 

connected 10 uround ,r'""'~" 
of the n-transistors should be so that 

when current flows between and 
should be 10 the dom

Thi~ reduces 
the rt-transistor source, due to an 

to the subs1rute and the 

forward-biased, and hence reduces the con1ribution lO 

10 power so thal any 
via a low-resistance The 

shcct·rcsisrnncc und is to 

source colllact 
carriers near the 

emitter-base lo be collected, aml 
The rule, for the µ process suggest one contact for 

every 

• The between the substrute :md the ll·lransi~lor source 
contact should be minimiicd. This resulis in reduced 
concentration near the 
1ho~c ubovc range. 

More dcrnils on and for 1/0 may be found 
5. 

The musk database is the interface bclwccn ~cmiconduc1or nmrmfacturer 
and 

masks must. on process. the cor· 
reel interconnected set of circuit clements. To check thc~c two requirements, 
n~o bu!iic CAD tools arc n:quirc<l, namely a Dc~ign Ruic Check (DRC) pro• 
gr:un and u n1ask circuit•cxtruction program. The most common approach to 
implementing these tools is to provide a set of subprogram~ that perform 
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164 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

geometry A set of DRC rules or cx1rnc1ion 
rules for a CMOS process (or any semiconductor 
Hied a of !he that musl be 
mask and the intermask checks that must be 
written these r111h1e11· arc 
a process. 

In this section we examine extraction sys-
tcm to illustrate the nature of these run-sets. 

we 
the actual masks used in fabrication arc derived from the 

when we wunl a program 10 determine what we have 
the of the various mask 

may be necessary to determine various combinations between masks. 
To examine these com:epls, let us the existence of the 

functions based on the CADENCE DRACULA DRC 
which we will to a database 

The 

dCL.A\lt,;t 

ppl\.l~) 

nplus 

wil! be u~,umcd 
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useful me first 
active area arc isolated. The set of rules 10 

In the above a number of new 
instance, the lirsl rule stales that wherever 

exists. The SC!;'oml rule states that 
A co111binalio11 

errors. 
A 

• BLOAT 

For insta nee 

exp 

3 6 TECHNOLOGY-RELATED CAD ISSUES 165 

First. the four kimh of 
this is as follows: 

and 
then 

the 

would a 1 exp which were 
incrcascu in ~izc peripherally by 0.5µ. Bloats amt shrinb may be used to 
derive other re~1uircd layers. For instance, if the gates of ull p•tran~istors had 
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155 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

to he increased 

vddn a 1 ndiff 
,LOAT all ndiff 2 np:us 

the sequence 

Now that we wish 10 determine the ,.1~,,..1r,,.~ 

database. The commands are 

CONNECT layerl layer2 
connect layer! and layer2 

be used; 

of a mask 

MOS name drain source aiyer 

The connections between 

CONNECT 
CONNECT 

CONNECT 

CONNECT 

CONNECT 

CONNECT vssp subst:nl.le 

CONNECT vddn 

may 

The rnnneclions between lhe diffusions and the metal are the 
first seven statements. The last two statements 
nccted to the 

have derived. 

MOS nm 
MOS prn iS 

active devices arc 

tors some format 
face lo a program that compares the 
lhe mask with that of, say, a circuit diagram. 

terms of the that we 

the c:i.tractcd transis· 
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It is to realize lhut the above run set is manually gencrutcd. 
The data extracted from such a program is as good as the input. For 
instance. if muling capacitances arc then each and every 
layer interaction must be coded. If parasitic resistance is important in deter
mining circuit performance, it too must be specifically included in the 
extraction run sel. Many different coding styles exist that define the abstract 
layers in which the designer conceives the layout. For instance, if there are 
different rules that specify a well overlap for a guard structure compared 
with an internal structure. then a special guard layer might have to be coded 
in the mask database. Similar decisions have to be made concerning struc
tures, such as resistors, that are constructed from diffusion or polysilicon. 

3.7 

This chapter has covered some of the more common CMOS technologies 
that are in current use. A reprcsentutive set of n-well design rules have been 
introduced. These form the interface between the designer and the manufac
turer. A range of process options were discu~sed Lo enhance the ba.">ic CMOS 
process. The important condition known as latchup has been introduced 
along with necessary design rules to avoid this condition in CMOS chips. 
Finally, some of 1hc CAD/process interfuce issues were surveyed. 

3.8 

l. A p-wcll process has the following layers: 

p-wetl 
active 

contact 

metal 

Draw the mask combinations for the following: 

a p-transistor 

an n•transistor 

a Vss contact 
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168 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

a conmct 

a contact lo an n•tran5islor source/drain 

2. Write a program that can generate a metal CMOS inverter 
an 1Mvcll that the widths of Lhc lrnn~is· 
tors. Use the rules in Table 3.2. 

3. how lhc which unrelated nMOS 
transistors in an ll·Wcll process. is reduced. 

you use a field transistor lO prevent a 

5. substrate and well conlacls arc in CMOS. 

6. How docs a collector" prevent 

8. A CMOS process has n- and 
I However. a is desired that uses the same 

each device ( Con,truct a DRC run-sci ng the commands 
outlined in Section 3.6. that will shrink ull lhc n-tnmsistor 

and oulpul daui for musk, 
that the overall mask has to be bloated 

9. Most DRC systems deal with '"canonical'' databases, where 
the etc., in the database arl! 

11rc c:ummc11c:cd. What could 
if the source geometry were sized then 

c:mmnicnlizcd? 

This scciion cover~ in gory detail the steps in a now old but rep, 
rcscnlativc n•wc\l process dellclopctl at the University of California at 
Berkeley. It is described in terms or ,1 Process Input Description Language 
(PIDL),-i5 which c,m be usc<l by a software process emulator to predict the 
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3.9 APPENDIX-AN N·WELL CMOS TECHNOLOGY PROCESS FLOW 69 

~lructurcs. The 

The commamh PIDL 

IEEE 

Initial oxklution: 

'1 

N-wdl 

.9. 
10, OX:tDE o:,,:,:i 
11, NTRD DEPTHm0.6 
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170 CHAPTER 3 CMOS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

All active area definition: 

Field for n"channel: 

Threshold 

gall! oxide: 

gutc dclinition: 

Arsenic dope for n•channel source anr.l drain: 

:.11. !::Ji'::FO i'lS.I." 
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Boron source and drain: 

LPCVD oxide Phase Chemical 

Conlar.:l definition: 

Metallization: 

Some the abbreviations arc as follows: 

MT[N llPl.1,.:;;; il'.M,k 
1:~C'C C(.'lnt1·.'.tc:r... t1':1:·~::.ik. 

MJ.IE MnLcll m;:.ic;k 
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